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ABSTRACT 

Ephemeral stream channels may be modified considerably 

by aggradation, degradation or lateral migration. Computer 

programs utilizing a variety of sediment-discharge equations 

have been developed to predict these changes. The equation 

of Laursen was examined in this study. 

Suspended and bed load samples were collectcd from the 

Santa Cruz River during 12 flow events. Sediment compositions 

from the dry wash were used in the Laursen equation to predict 

that data. Sampled suspended load plotted as a scatter band, 

but the variation could be explained by slight changes in the 

bed material composition during flow. Predicted values 

correlated well with observed data during moderate discharges, 

but not at high or low flows, possibly because fine material 

was either re-suspended or supplied from upstream in those 

ranges. Removing the wash load from consideration did not 

improve the correlation significantly. Bed load seemed to be 

adequately predicted by the Laursen equation. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problem 

In the deserts of the southwestern United States, many 

rivers flow ephemerally, discharging after storms and drying 

up in a matter of hours. Although these rivers only flow for 

short periods of time, they often transport huge quantities 

of sediment, due to the abundant supply of unconsolidated 

material on the desert floor. Thus they are able to greatly 

alter and re-define their channel configurations. Where the 

slope of the land is steep, flow velocities and boundary 

shears will be high. Stream beds and banks which are 

subjected to large average values of boundary shear are likely 

to scour, and there is a strong tendency for lateral migration 

of the channel. The study area of this report, the Santa Cruz 

River in south-central Arizona, is an ephemeral river of this 

type. The Santa Cruz is dry for more than 300 days out of the 

year. Yet because of the steep terrain, during a single flow 

event a bend has been known to migrate as much as 200 feet 

(Saarinen et al, 1984). 

The Santa Cruz River is the major drainage system for 

the city of Tucson, Arizona. This city and the surrounding 

county have undergone extensive growth in the past decade, 
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increasing in population from 351,700 to 531,400, a gain of 

51 percent (The Information Press, 1983). Expansion has 

prompted an interest in development along the flood-plain of 

the Santa Cruz and several of its tributaries, which run 

through downtown and constitute valuable real estate. This 

presents a problem for the engineer and land planner: how 

should the city balance growth and development along the 

flood-plain of a non-stationary ephemeral river? 

Drastic (and expensive) modifications have been necessary 

in order to address this problem. In areas where the channel 

was historically wide and undefined, incising has occurred. 

In other areas, soil cement has been installed to stabilize 

the banks, a process which costs as much as four million 

dollars per mile (Saarinen et al, 1984) . In 1935, eight miles 

of the channel were straightened to prevent lateral movement. 

These modifications protect the structures located nearby, but 

they restrict flow to specifically defined areas and force the 

river to re-adjust in other locations. Thus, the river may 

move laterally upstream or downstream of a soil cemented 

reach, scour the bed of the channel, or aggrade at its 

terminus. 

Structures built along the flood-plain must be 

constructed to withstand these adjustments. Bridge piers, for 

example, may be buried or undercut as a result of deposition 

or scour. Buildings built close to an non-stabilized bank may 
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end up in the river during a moderate flood, due to lateral 

migration of the channel. Soil cemented reaches may be 

undercut by scour and the revetment washed away, wasting 

millions of dollars spent on bank protection. Reservoirs, 

because of the large sediment inflow, face a marginal life 

expectancy and may be economically unfeasible. 

If engineers have an adequate understanding of how the 

river behaves under various flow conditions, they can design 

these structures in a more rational manner. Several computer 

programs have been developed for this purpose. HEC-6, for 

example, is a Corps of Engineers program which predicts scour 

and sediment transport along a channel with fixed banks. 

GFLUVIAL, a U.S. Geological Survey program, is a two-

dimensional model that addresses bank erosion and lateral 

migration problems as well as scour. Many other sediment 

transport programs are available in addition to these two. 

A properly chosen and calibrated computer model can be used 

to predict how the channel may be altered by a major flow 

event. Knowing which banks are likely to be unstable, where 

scour may occur (and how extensive the scour may be) and where 

the channel is likely to aggrade, the engineer can design 

accordingly. 

Any computer model dealing with sediment transport is 

basically a series of calculations utilizing a single sediment 

discharge equation. Since 1879, when Du Boys presented the 
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first tractive force relation, many such formulas have been 

proposed, and the results obtained from them vary extensively. 

Most programs have several equations from which to choose; the 

engineer must decide which is appropriate for his particular 

project. HEC-6, for example, has the option of five transport 

formulas (Hydrologic Engineering Center, 1977). Choosing the 

proper equation may be the single most important step in 

calibrating the model. If the transport relation cannot 

adequately predict the sediment-carrying capacity of the 

stream, then there is little hope of adequately estimating 

deposition or scour. 

In order to determine the accuracy of a sediment-

discharge relation, values calculated by the equation need to 

be compared against actual data. The stream in question is 

sampled at varying discharges and flow conditions to obtain 

the widest possible range of values. Depending on the 

equation (and the problem), samples of either bed load, 

suspended load or both are collected. Because each stream is 

different, and in fact a single stream may vary considerably 

from reach to reach, the results are only truly valid for the 

sampled portion of the particular river. However, the data 

should be helpful for evaluating similar, nearby portions of 

the river as well as comparable rivers. This type of analysis 

has been performed on a number of perennial streams. The 

A.S.C.E. Committee on Sedimentation (1971), for example, 
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compared 13 prominent transport equations against data 

collected along the Colorado River at Taylor's Ferry and the 

Niobrara River near Cody, Nebraska. They found the Colby, 

Laursen, Tofaletti and Engelund-Hansen formulas to be accurate 

in predicting bed-material loads for these rivers. The Meyer-

Peter relation predicted values that were an order of 

magnitude too low, and the Shields predicted values that were 

high by nearly as much. Other relations had varying degrees 

of accuracy. This illustrates the large amount of variance 

which can result when using one equation or another. 

Because computer modeling is vital to the planning and 

design of structures located along the Santa Cruz flood-plain, 

it would seem imperative that sediment transport data 

calculated by these models be calibrated against actual 

sediment samples obtained from the river. Such a comparison, 

however, has not been attempted in the past. Measuring 

sediment transport under ephemeral flow conditions is a 

difficult task, due mainly to logistical problems. Ephemeral 

rivers such as the Santa Cruz flow only during storms and 

shortly thereafter, so the sampling times are dictated by the 

river and not the investigator. Often these times are 

inconvenient, such as when a summer thunderstorm occurs in the 

middle of the night. A flow event may last only a few hours, 

so manpower must be able to mobilize and set up a great deal 

of equipment in a short time. Workers must be on call 
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whenever a storm threatens. Once the river begins to flow, 

discharge changes rapidly, so many quickly obtained 

measurements (and therefore many workers) are necessary to 

obtain meaningful results. Sampling is almost never conducted 

under ideal conditions - it is often dark and cold, during 

thunderstorms, or late at night. Thus, for this type of 

river, very little data has been collected with which to 

compare a sediment discharge equation. 

Scope of the Investigation 

This report will supply the sediment information 

described above for the Santa Cruz River. The purpose of the 

data collection is twofold. Firstly, it is an attempt to 

observe and measure sediment-transport processes under 

ephemeral flow conditions. Encompassed in this general goal 

is an effort to determine what portion of total load is 

contributed by "wash load" and what percentage is bed-material 

load. The latter is further broken down into suspended load 

and bed load, and each of these components is examined. 

The second portion of this thesis is an attempt to 

predict the sampled in-coming sediment loads, based on 

transport theory. One widely used sediment discharge 

relation, proposed by Laursen (1958), is examined. This 

equation, like that of Einstein, Toffaleti and several other 

prominent researchers, relates the bottom material of the 
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river to the sediment load (Committee on Sedimentation, 1971) . 

Because it was formulated using particles in the same size 

range as the bed material found in the Santa Cruz wash, the 

choice of this equation is appropriate. 

It is important to note that Laursen's relation, which 

calculates loads for individual particle sizes and then sums 

the results, is based on the composition of the river bottom 

during flow. Ideally, then, a BM-54 sampler should be 

utilized to collect material from the bottom. Many of the 

calculations in this report, however, approximate this 

material with the composition of the dry riverbed. This was 

done for several reasons. First, it was found to be 

impossible to obtain an accurate sample of the bottom material 

of this river while it was flowing. This is a common problem 

in procuring bed material because the sediment is disturbed 

by the presence of the BM-54 and its behavior under high 

velocity flow conditions. Additionally, the bed of the Santa 

Cruz contained boulders which, when picked up by the sampler, 

prevented the bucket from closing completely and allowed the 

fine material to fall out before it could be collected. 

Lastly, due to the logistics problems cited above, in practice 

engineers do not actually sample bed material during flow in 

such streams. They collect samples of the dry riverbed and 

assume that the sediment proportions remain similar during 

flow. By making the same assumption in this report, the 
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validity of the claim can be investigated. The mathematical 

modeling portion of this thesis will be described in more 

detail in the next section, after additional background 

information is supplied. 

Site Description 

Figure 1 is a map of the study area, showing the Santa 

Cruz drainage basin including the major topographic features 

and tributaries. The Santa Cruz originates south of the Santa 

Rita Mountains, flows into extreme northern Mexico, then 

curves northward again, passing through Tucson before becoming 

completely aggraded approximately 20 miles north of town. The 

river basin encompasses 8200 square miles in Arizona and 400 

in Mexico (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1978). The terminus 

of the channel is hard to define, because floodwater at this 

point spreads over a wide area and actually moves as sheet 

flow (Saarinen et al, 1984). 

Topography in the basin consists of high, isolated 

mountain ranges surrounded by broad, flat valleys. Elevations 

range from 9,157 feet, at the top of the Santa Catalina 

Mountains, to 2,386 feet in downtown Tucson. The steep slopes 

of the pediments, on the order of 0.02 ft/ft, permit 

tributaries which drain the mountains, notably the Rillito and 

Canada Del Oro Rivers, to carry coarse sediment loads 

(Saarinen et al, 1984). The Santa Cruz follows the valley, 
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with a slope of about 0.004 ft/ft, and carries finer material. 

All of the in-flowing sediment samples presented here 

were collected at the Congress Street Bridge in downtown 

Tucson. Choosing this as the sampling location had both good 

and bad consequences. On the negative side, because the site 

was highly urbanized, it had undergone extensive alteration 

by man. The sides of the wash were heavily soil cemented, 

gravel operations were located several miles upstream, and two 

grade control structures were situated nearby. Sampling in 

this type of environment, whether for representative bottom 

material or incoming sediment load, will contain some error 

due to the disturbed nature of the channel. 

On the positive side, the U.S.G.S. District Office was 

located nearby, so equipment and manpower could be more easily 

assembled. The site was 300 feet upstream from a gaging 

station which has been in operation since 1915. Thus, 

accurate and continuous stage measurements were easily 

obtainable. Although the sides of the channel were soil 

cemented, altering its natural character, this lateral 

stability permitted the assumption of one dimensional flow, 

allowing the channel to behave as a large flume. Other 

reasons were purely utilitarian. The site was in town and 

fairly close to most workers' homes, so it was relatively easy 

to sample floods that occurred at inconvenient hours. The 

bridge had a wide, well-lit shoulder which kept people and 
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equipment off the street. By choosing this site, the 

logistical problems of sampling in an ephemeral stream 

environment were minimized. 

Because Laursen's equation is very sensitive to the 

composition of the bottom, the dry riverbed was sampled at 

three upstream locations in addition to the Congress Street 

site. These sites are shown in Figure l. The additional 

samples were collected in order to assess what constituted a 

"representative" bed sample. The upstream material must 

eventually be carried to localities farther downstream, so 

these samples also provided insight into changes in the bed 

material which could be anticipated at Congress Street during 

flow. 

History 

In October of 1983, a flood occurred in southern Arizona 

which exceeded the 100-year event, as predicted at that date. 

Precipitation was caused by tropical storm Octave, which 

provided steady and widespread rainfall throughout the 

watershed for several days. Discharges in the Santa Cruz 

River at Congress Street peaked at 52,700 cfs, nearly twice 

the magnitude of the largest flow on record up to that time. 

An estimated $100,000,000 in damage was reported as a result 

of this flood. (Saarinen et al, 1984) 
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The bulk of the damage occurred to structures built in 

or near the Santa Cruz and Rillito channels. The cost of 

rebuilding the twelve bridges and miles of road that were 

damaged was estimated at $64.8 million (Beal, 1983). Saarinen 

(1984) concluded that more damage to property resulted from 

bank erosion than from inundation by floodwater. Baker (1984) 

reported that lateral migration of the channel in some areas 

was more extensive than what was projected for a 500 year 

flood (72,000 cfs), although overtopping of the banks was not 

particularly extensive. 

As a result of the 1983 flood, the U.S. Geological 

Survey, which partially funded this investigation, initiated 

a study to examine what causes an ephemeral stream to change 

course. A necessary part of the study was to measure the 

volume of sediment which the Santa Cruz was able to carry, 

depending upon discharge. Thus, the sediment sampling program 

was begun, and a dedicated staff waited patiently for rain and 

took measurements during nearly all flow events of 1988 and 

1989. Figure 2 is a graph showing the dates and relative 

magnitudes of the storms which were sampled as part of this 

program. 

Storms in southern Arizona are basically of two types: 

intense, short-lived summer thunderstorms covering probably 

less than 50 square miles and gentler winter rains (and snows) 

of longer duration, which may cover most or all of the 
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watershed. The record flood of 1983, although it occurred in 

early fall, was of the latter type. Summer rains tend to 

transport large quantities of sediment, due to parched 

conditions and the violent nature of the storms. Tributaries 

are often able to transport more sediment than the main 

channel during these localized events. Temporary aggradation 

of the main channel is a typical consequence. Winter flows 

are generally cleaner, especially if snowmelt is a 

contributing factor. Cleaner flows may be responsible for the 

majority of scour to the bed and banks of the channel, because 

the river's carrying capacity exceeds that needed to transport 

sediment from the tributaries. 

This study encompassed two years which were particularly 

dry in southern Arizona. Twelve events were documented, 

ranging in discharge from 200 to 10,000 cubic feet per second. 

All of the flows occurred in the summer and early fall, and 

thus could be characterized as summer "monsoons." Compared 

with the peak flow of the 1983 flood, most events were 

relatively minor. Still, 73 percent of all annual flood peaks 

occur during July and August (Saarinen et al, 1984), so the 

information supplied here represents conditions which may be 

present during major flow events in southern Arizona. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND PREVIOUS STUDIES 

Transported sediment has been divided into two broad 

categories: wash load and bed-material load. The distinction 

between these classifications is completely arbitrary and 

still not agreed upon by researchers in the field. To 

complicate matters, the concept was developed for perennial 

streams and may not apply in quite the same way to an 

ephemeral flow regime. Because they play an important role 

in understanding this study, each category is discussed 

briefly here. 

Wash Load 

The term "wash load" was first introduced by Einstein, 

Anderson and Johnson (1940). They defined it as "...that part 

of the total sediment-load composed of all particles finer 

than the limiting size which usually is washed into and 

through the reach under consideration." This material is 

typically very fine-grained and has a low fall velocity, so 

it remains mostly suspended in the water column, passing 

through the channel with minimal interaction with the stream 

bottom. The particles may originate from a variety of 

sources. They may be soil grains or dust washed into the 
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stream via overland flow, or perhaps the detritus left after 

a bank collapses and becomes added to the sediment load. 

Because this material remains suspended almost continuously, 

it plays only a minor role in scour or deposition. 

Einstein's definition of wash load makes essentially no 

reference to the eventual fate of the sediment. It is merely 

assumed to float through the water column until leaving the 

system. Where obstructions to flow such as dams are present, 

however, or when flow in the river eventually terminates (as 

in the case of a delta or ephemeral stream) , this material can 

no longer be ignored. Deposition of fine sediment certainly 

occurs in these situations, as evidenced by clear water 

spilling over a dam and aggradation of the bed at the end of 

an ephemeral watercourse. Wash load must be included when 

applying transport calculations in these circumstances or 

gross errors in engineering judgement may result. 

The definition of wash load particle size is ambiguous. 

Certainly the size range would vary from stream to stream, 

depending on the composition and hydraulics of the channel. 

To give some quantitative meaning to the term, most 

sedimentologists consider either all silt and clay to be wash 

load or, for streams with fine-grained bottoms, all material 

which makes up less than ten percent of the bed (Woo et al, 

1986). 

Wash load typically comprises a very large percentage of 
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total sediment load, usually on the order of 80 to 90 percent 

(Einstein, 1967). In the Santa Cruz, as will be shown later, 

it may account for as much as 99 percent of the load. 

Bed-Material Load 

As inferred above, bed-material load is considered the 

transported sediment which is also in abundance at the bottom 

of the stream. The high fall velocity of this material 

enables it to make contact with the bottom frequently, if not 

continuously, so its rate of movement is dictated by the 

tractive forces present in the river. Bed-material load is 

divided into two parts: suspended load and bed load. 

Suspended load, like wash load, is carried in the water 

column completely surrounded by fluid. The difference is that 

these particle sizes are somewhat larger and the fall 

velocities are greater, so the grains make contact with the 

bottom more often and thus are represented in appreciable 

amounts there. Rather than being almost totally swept through 

the channel, these particles are present on the bed in large 

enough proportions to significantly affect scour and 

deposition. The majority of bed-material sediment load is of 

this type. 

The second component of bed-material load, called bed 

load, moves by sliding or rolling along the bottom. Because 

bed load has nearly constant interaction with the channel, it 
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significantly affects scour and deposition. As this material 

moves it forms ripples, dunes and antidunes, known 

collectively as bedforms, which slowly "migrate" along the 

bottom. In comparison to the quantity of sediment moved in 

suspension, the bed load contribution is small. Shen (1971) 

found that in the desert streams of West Pakistan, only about 

five percent of the total load was moved by this process. 

Because of its importance in shaping the stream bed, however, 

it has received a great deal of study, and in fact many 

sediment discharge relations have been developed to predict 

this component alone. 

Application to Ephemeral Flow Regimes 

In applying the concepts of wash load and bed-material 

load to ephemeral streams, certain modifications must be made. 

The notion that wash load is swept through the channel, and 

thus can be completely ignored, obviously cannot be true. 

During the falling limb of the hydrograph, as the discharge 

subsides, the fine material must be deposited somewhere. 

Matlock (1965) found that as flow decreased, progressively 

finer material was deposited on the channel, filling in the 

space between the larger grains. He examined the effect of 

this fining on the infiltration rate of the Rillito River, a 

tributary of the Santa Cruz. He found that a silt layer 1/16 

to 1/8 inch deep reduced infiltration by 80 percent, while a 
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layer 4 inches deep sealed off the channel altogether. 

Assuming that the Santa Cruz behaves in the same manner, 

once enough fine material is deposited to seal off the bottom, 

the remaining flow and sediment would be washed downstream. 

Eventually, the water would contain only silt and clayr and 

this material would be transported until the river was able 

to entirely infiltrate into the ground. In the case of the 

Santa Cruz, this occurs in the vicinity of Marana, where the 

channel is no longer incised and the sheet-flow covers an area 

large enough for infiltration to be complete. The abundant 

supply of fine material found around Marana provides evidence 

that this process is indeed happening. 

The definition of wash load should perhaps be modified 

in order to apply it to the unique hydraulics of an ephemeral 

stream. In this regime, it may be defined as the fine-grained 

material which is washed into the channel from the watershed 

but is not found in the bed material in appreciable amounts 

upon cessation of flow. Whether these particles "disappear" 

as a result of infiltration, are almost completely washed 

downstream to the terminus of the watercourse, or are carried 

away by the wind remains a topic of future study. 

Whether wash load, bed-material load or both are of 

concern depends on the particular flood-plain engineering 

project being addressed. To an engineer designing a soil 

cemented reach or a planner delineating the hazards associated 
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with a major flood, the main concern would be with scour. 

Bed-material load would be the parameter of interest. To a 

project such as the Peppertree Ranch, located along the 

aggrading channel of the Santa Cruz near Marana, the total 

sediment load would be of concern. Wash load would then be 

of primary importance. 

Loads Modeled in this Report 

To address each component of sediment transport, this 

thesis will apply Laursen's equation under several different 

assumptions. First, it will assume that the equation can 

predict wash load as well as bed-material load, and thus be 

a total load equation. Again it must be stated that although 

the composition of the dry riverbed is used in the 

calculations, the equation is based on the bottom material 

during flow. To predict total load accurately, then, the 

proportion of each particle size which eventually ends up on 

the bed after the river stops flowing would have to be nearly 

identical to the proportion present at the bottom during flow. 

This situation is possible for larger grains, but highly 

unlikely for the silt and clay. 

After a storm, the discharge would decrease and cause the 

river to lose some of its energy. Heavier particles would 

drop out first, causing the load to become progressively 

finer. Silt and clay would eventually be deposited, perhaps 
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accumulating in a sufficient quantity to seal off the channel, 

at which time little additional sediment could settle out. 

The quantity of fines necessary to achieve this condition 

(according to Matlock, between 1/16 and 4 inches) would be 

present on the bottom during very low discharges, after the 

river became concentrated in this size range, and would remain 

there as the channel dried out. Thus, silt and clay on the 

dry bed may be more abundant than on the bottom during flow. 

After drying, some of the accumulated fines could blow away 

(and some could blow into the wash) , further altering the 

silt-clay concentration. A dry bed sample matching what was 

present during flow, especially in fine material, would thus 

be very unlikely. This presents a dilemma: if the predicted 

data does not match the sampled data, was it because Laursen's 

equation was not applicable, or because the dry bed after the 

flood was not an accurate representation of the bed during 

flow? 

One way around this dilemma would be to estimate what 

bed material would be necessary to give the observed results. 

This is rather like knowing the answer and then searching for 

the question. Because detailed data on the incoming sediment 

load is known, the bed material necessary to produce this data 

can be estimated through the use of "inverse modeling." 

Concentrations of suspended load and bed load which were 

actually collected, when inserted into Laursen's equation, 
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give a prediction of what bottom material was present at the 

time of collection. Several calculations done in this manner 

for various flows are presented in this report. Compositions 

of the theoretical bed material are compared against the 

composition of the dry riverbed, predicting to what degree the 

bed material changes during flow. Of course, the only way to 

actually "prove" that this change occurs, and thus that 

Laursen's theory is valid, would be to obtain bottom samples 

during flow. If sampling techniques become more sophisticated 

in the future, and such samples are obtained, the theoretical 

results will be available in this report for comparison. 

One additional modeling application will be presented as 

well. The entire silt-clay debate can be sidestepped by 

ignoring the fine particles completely, in essence removing 

the wash load from the calculations. Laursen's equation may 

then be shown to be a bed-material load formula. As explained 

above, silt and clay are probably more abundant on the dry 

wash than on the bottom during flow, and thus will be over-

predicted by Laursen's transport formula. Ignoring these 

particle sizes may improve the theoretical results. This 

simplification would be acceptable for any project concerned 

with bed-material load, such as a scour or lateral stream 

migration study. Because the wash load has been defined in 

two different ways, as all silt and clay, and as all material 

present in less than 10 percent by weight in the bed, both of 
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Previous Studies 

Previous attempts at this type of investigation on any 

ephemeral stream are sparse, and on the Santa Cruz are 

virtually non-existent. Efforts have been made to measure 

sediment transport, and to model it mathematically, since the 

late 1800's, but nearly all studies have been performed on 

perennial streams. The only samples known to have been 

collected along the Santa Cruz River were obtained 

sporadically by the U.S.G.S. between 1966 and 1970, for use 

in a study by Laney (1972). Suspended sediment was procured 

from the Santa Cruz and several of its tributaries; 17 of the 

samples were collected at the Congress Street Bridge. The 

data were obtained to determine the chemistry of the water in 

the Tucson Aquifer, and the surface water samples were 

collected to estimate the quality of this recharge source. 

Because the purpose was to get an idea of the sediment 

concentration from a water quality standpoint, only one or two 

samples per storm were collected. The sediment concentrations 

of the 17 samples collected at Congress Street by Laney are 

consistent with samples obtained at similar discharges in this 

study. This indicates that transport capabilities have not 

changed drastically since 1970. 

Some material is available on mathematical modeling of 
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sediment transport in the vicinity of the study area. This 

information is provided primarily by engineers who wish to 

model the magnitude of scour which a major flow event would 

produce. However, in no study could an account of measuring 

sediment inflow in order to obtain initial conditions be 

found, a good indication that none exists. Rather, to compute 

the incoming sediment load, the procedure was to sample the 

dry riverbed, select a suitable transport equation, and allow 

the equation to generate a theoretical sediment inflow value. 

One study of this type, by Chang and Osmolski (1988), 

examined an 18-mile reach of the Santa Cruz south of its 

confluence with the Rillito wash; in this study Yang's 

Streampower equation was used to calibrate the model with 

acceptable results. A similar study by Dust, Bowers and Ruff 

(1986) tested the efficiency of the HEC-6 computer model on 

the Rillito River. By modeling changes in the bed elevation 

as a result of the 1983 flood, they were able to calculate 

scour and deposition in 94 percent of the reach increments to 

within +/- one foot using the Engelund-Hansen Relationship. 

In no study could a detailed application of Laursen's 

relationship to an ephemeral stream be found, nor was any data 

cited which indicated that sediment samples were actually 

collected to determine in-flowing boundary conditions. Thus, 

this thesis provides original data on water discharge versus 

sediment discharge in the Santa Cruz wash, and it is the first 
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attempt to determine how accurately Laursen's equation can be 

used to predict that data. Hopefully the information supplied 

here can be used to improve modeling efforts in the future. 

Overview of Laursen's Equation 

A detailed explanation of Laursen's equation is in order 

at this time. The equation was developed at the Iowa 

Institute of Hydraulic Research in 1958. To produce it, 

Laursen (1958) conducted flume experiments in an attempt to 

empirically determine a relationship between flow conditions 

and sediment parameters. He related the concentration to both 

the ratio of shear velocity to the particle fall velocity and 

the ratio of the particle shear to the critical tractive 

force. Using two different sand grain sizes, 0.1mm and 

0.04mm, for the bed material of the flume, as well as 

published data from other researchers, he developed the 

empirical curve shown in Figure 3. This curve allows the 

determination of ~c, the concentration of each size fraction 

which will be transported by either total load or bed load. 

Suspended load is determined by merely subtracting these two 

quantities. The empirical relation equating c to flow and 

sediment parameters is: 

c = 2 p (d/y0)7'6 (t0'/tc -1) f((rjp)1/2/co) 

where 
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FIGURE 3. Graph of the Laursen function 
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c = concentration, percent by weight 

p = fraction of bed material of median size d 

d = median diameter of the sediment in the fraction p, 

feet 

y0 = depth of flow, feet 

T0 = shear force acting at the stream bed, computed 

by multiplying the specific weight of water by the 

depth and energy slope of the channel, pounds 

per square foot 

tc = critical tractive force, defined as the limiting 

force below which no particles of size d will 

move, computed as 4d except for very fine 

sediment, pounds per square foot 

r0' = that portion of the total tractive force 

tending to move the sediment particles along the 

bed as bed load. It is computed as 

where v is the average velocity, dm is the median 

diameter of the bed material and yD is depth of 

flow, pounds per square foot 

P = density of water, slugs per cubic foot 

© = fall velocity of a quartz sphere having the same 

sieve diameter (d) as the sediment particle, foot 

per second 
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Because velocity and area are necessary parameters in the 

above equation, Manning's equation must be incorporated as 

well. A knowledge of discharge, stream width and energy slope 

provides a determination of the area by the relation: 

Q = 1.49AR2/3SV2 

n 

where: 

Q = discharge, in cfs 

n = Manning's n 

A = stream cross sectional area 

R = hydraulic radius 

S = energy slope of the channel 

The procedure for using this equation to determine 

sediment transport is as follows. First, the bottom material 

of the stream is sampled and a particle size breakdown 

obtained, given as percent finer by weight. The ratio of 

shear velocity to fall velocity for each particle size is 

determined. Using the graph in figure 3, the function value 

for each of these ratios is obtained, both for bed load and 

suspended load. All other parameters in the equation are 

known, so a value of c can be calculated. This value can be 

converted from concentration to load in tons per day by the 

relation: 
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sediment = ( c .  percent)(o. ft3)(62.4 lbs)(86400 sec)(1 ton) 
load 100 sec ft3 day 2000 lb 
(tpd) 

Thus, the bed load and suspended load, as well as their 

compositions, can be computed by a knowledge of the stream 

hydraulic properties and the composition of the bed. 

Assumptions 

In applying Laursen's equation, this report makes several 

simplifying assumptions. The most critical is that steady 

state conditions prevail, which obviously was not the case 

when sampling was done for this study. Discharges fluctuated 

very rapidly, increasing by as much as 8,000 cfs in one-half 

hour (4.5 cfs/sec). For the simplistic model presented here, 

though, constant discharge conditions had to be assumed. The 

effect of this simplification is that only a single value of 

sediment concentration will be obtained for any discharge, no 

matter how rapidly the stage changes. Additionally, the 

channel is assumed to be rectangular in shape, although in 

fact it is somewhat trapezoidal. 

The Laursen function shown in Figure 3 is based on 

several inherent assumptions as well. In estimating the fall 

velocity of the sediment grains, all particles are assumed to 

be round in shape with the same specific gravity as quartz. 
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If a more "sophisticated" determination of fall velocity is 

developed, such as one which takes into account the platey 

nature of fine material, the function would need to be 

modified. For a sandy bottomed river like the Santa Cruz, 

however, this simplification is probably adequate. In 

calculating particle fall velocities', the water temperature 

for all samples was assumed to be 60 degrees fahrenheit. 

In summary, Laursen's equation requires the determination 

of several stream hydraulic properties including discharge, 

channel area and slope, and Manning's n. The sediment size 

distribution of the channel bottom, expressed as percent finer 

by weight, must also be obtained for enough fractions to 

adequately describe the composition of the bed. The equation 

can then be used to compute in-coming loads for each particle 

size. The next section will describe how each of the 

hydraulic and sediment parameters listed above were obtained 

for this investigation. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

SAMPLING METHODS 

This section describes the sampling techniques used in 

this study. The first portion relates the methods used to 

collect in-flowing sediment loads at the Congress Street 

Bridge, including both suspended load and bed load. The later 

portion describes how the parameters used in Laursen's 

equation, including discharge, channel area, energy slope, 

Manning's n, and river bottom samples, were obtained. 

Figure 4 is a map of the Congress Street sampling area. 

The wash is approximately 180 feet wide at this location, and 

sparsely vegetated. Point bars were present at river-left on 

the downstream side of the bridge and river-right on the 

upstream side. Flow width was restricted by these bars until 

the discharge approached 2500 cfs. The bridge was supported 

by a center pier consisting of four circular columns, which 

also affected flow. 

Sampling Suspended Sediment 

A standard D-49 sampler was used for collecting suspended 

sediment. Weighing approximately 62 pounds, it was harnessed 

to a crane which was set up on the downstream side of the 

bridge. Following methods outlined by Guy et al. (1970), the 
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sampler was lowered until the fins barely touched the water 

surface, allowing them to orient the nozzle upstream into the 

flow. The D—49 was dropped at a constant rate through the 

water column until it touched the bottom, then immediately 

raised at the same rate back to the surface. This was 

typically done three or four times before retrieving the 

sample bottle, and took about two minutes. The goal was to 

collect a large enough sample to fill the bottle approximately 

3/4 full, without overfilling. Thus, a representative depth 

integrated sediment sample was obtained. Any full bottles 

were immediately discarded, due to the danger of non-

representative data being collected, and the section re-

sampled. 

Ideally, depth integrated samples would be collected at 

eight to ten equal width intervals (EWI) across the stream so 

that, as long as discharge remained fairly constant, a cross-

section of suspended sediment at that discharge could be 

obtained. This process was employed when sampling all seven 

flow events in 1988. Problems were encountered, however, in 

that only two cranes were available, so the equipment had to 

be moved after collecting each sample, a process which took 

considerable time. Discharge changed too rapidly during some 

flows to obtain adequate EWI samples. For instance, during 

the storm on August 23, 1988, when EWI sampling began on the 

river-right side of the bridge, the discharge was 2014 cfs. 
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After seven depth integrated samples were taken across the 

section, the discharge was 9308 cfs, although only 32 minutes 

had elapsed. The samples thus obtained could not be 

considered a true indication of sediment concentration at any 

single discharge. 

For this reason, the sampling strategy was changed in 

1989. Rather than attempting equal width interval samples, 

which required moving the cranes from point to point, the 

assumption was made that sediment concentration was fairly 

uniform across the channel, so a depth integrated sample at 

a single point would represent the concentration of the entire 

cross section at that discharge. To test this hypothesis, two 

widely spaced points on the bridge were chosen and the cranes 

anchored there. Samples were then collected approximately 

every five minutes during the duration of the flow. 

Concentration values were compared and found to be almost the 

same at the two locations, as will be shown in the results of 

this study. Thus, the hypothesis of uniformity across the 

channel was accepted, and a time series sampling strategy was 

adopted. For all remaining flow events, suspended sediment 

was collected every few minutes at single points either 85, 

110 or 160 feet from the river-left edge of the bridge. These 

locations are shown on Figure 4, the site map. 

The only deviation from these two sampling strategies 

occurred when flows were very low, typically below 300 cfs. 
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For collecting samples under these conditions, a hand held 

DH-48 sampler was used. Wading measurements were taken at ten 

foot intervals across the channel, giving a composite sample. 

Four flow events in 1988 were sampled in this manner. A table 

summarizing all of the suspended sediment data, including 

dates, times, discharges and concentrations, is included as 

Appendix A. 

After collecting a sample, each bottle was immediately 

given a number and labeled with the date, time, and location 

on the bridge where the measurement was obtained. They were 

then taken to the U.S.G.S. lab in Tucson for analysis. A 

total of 321 samples were collected; all were analyzed for 

sediment concentration at the Tucson lab. Additionally, 40 

of the samples were sent to U.S.G.S. labs in Iowa City, Iowa, 

and Vancouver, Washington, for a composition breakdown. The 

lab procedures were as follows. 

For a concentration analysis, the bottles were allowed 

to sit for one to two weeks, allowing most of the suspended 

sediment particles to settle out. The gross weight of bottle, 

water and sediment was then measured. After deducting the 

tare, the weight of water and sediment was known. The sample 

was de-watered using a suction pump, and the sediment washed 

onto dishes which were pre-weighed and cleaned, having been 

soaked in hydrochloric acid for two hours and washed with 

alkanox and distilled water. The sediment was then dried 
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overnight in an oven set to 90 degrees centigrade, driving off 

all remaining water. After allowing the sample to cool for 

two hours, long enough to attain room temperature but not to 

absorb moisture from the atmosphere, the dry sediment was 

weighed. Concentration values in milligrams per liter were 

obtained by dividing the sediment net by the sample net, then 

multiplying by a conversion factor. The load, in tons per 

day, could be obtained from the concentration by the relation: 

(cone. mai (1000 1) fl  m3 l  (1 lb) (Q,_ftll 
1 it? 35.31 ft 453600 mg sec 

(86400 sec) (1 ton) = load, tpd 
day 2000 lb 

To determine the accuracy of this lab procedure, a 

quality assurance program was set up, whereby 23 samples of 

known concentration were sent to the lab for analysis. The 

mean difference between laboratory values and actual values 

was -0.85 percent, with a standard deviation of 0.40. This 

indicates a highly reliable lab procedure. 

As mentioned above, in addition to determining a total 

concentration value, a detailed composition breakdown for 

sand, silt and clay fractions was performed on 40 of the 

samples. These are also presented in Appendix A. Composition 

values were necessary in order to understand how the suspended 

sediment mixture varied with discharge, and also with rising 

and falling hydrograph values. In addition, they enabled a 
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theoretical bottom material to be computed from Laursen's 

equation, as will be demonstrated in the next section. In the 

lab analysis, and throughout this report, sands, silt and clay 

are defined by the British Standards Institute classification, 

whereby clay particles are less than two microns in size, silt 

between two and 62.5 microns, and sand grains larger than 62.5 

microns (Hillel, 1980). 

Two samples from 1988 and ten from 1989 were sent to the 

lab in Vancouver, where they underwent a VA tube analysis to 

determine particle sizes larger than very fine sand, then a 

5-point pipette procedure to get a breakdown in the silt and 

clay range. The remaining 28 samples, all collected in 1989, 

were sent to the Iowa lab, where they underwent a similar VA 

tube analysis for sand but a less detailed 3-point pipette 

procedure for fines. Both labs utilized the methods outlined 

in "Laboratory Theories and Methods for Sediment Analysis" 

(U.S.G.S., 1969). 

Sampling Bed Load 

Early in the study, the decision was made to concentrate 

efforts on collecting suspended sediment samples. This was 

done because the majority of sediment is moved by this 

mechanism, and also because it was felt that the samples 

themselves would be more instructive, due to the variable 

nature of bed load data. Thus bed load measurements were much 
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less extensive than suspended load. Only 19 samples were 

collected over the two year period, comprised of four flow 

events in 1988 and two in 1989. These results are tabulated 

in the next chapter. 

The same two procedures which were used to obtain 

suspended sediment data, equal width interval and time series, 

were also utilized to obtain bed load samples. Each technique 

had its merits. Equal width interval sampling was attempted 

in 1988, with the Helley-Smith lowered at several locations 

across the bridge in order to determine lateral variation in 

load. This method was deemed best for determining average bed 

load values, because moving the sampler permitted data from 

the entire bed to be acquired, whether dunes were present or 

not. Sampling in this manner, however, detected separate 

dunes as well as various portions of a single dune. To 

monitor a single bedform only, and to determine its rate of 

movement, a time series approach from a single point was 

necessary. This strategy was adopted in 1989. 

The instruments used to collect bed load samples were 

standard Helley-Smith samplers, equipped with 250 micron mesh 

bags which allowed the water and fines to pass through but 

captured the dune material. They weighed approximately 100 

pounds and were suspended from the same cranes as the D-49 

samplers. The Helley-Smiths were lowered to the river bottom, 

left there for three minutes, then raised to the surface, and 
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the sample was transferred to a plastic bag. After five 

minutes, they were lowered to the bottom again. Samples were 

taken at the upstream side of the bridge and, for the time 

series done in 1989, all were collected at a single point 

approximately 110 feet from the right edge of the bridge, as 

shown in Figure 4. 

After bagging the samples, they were labelled with date, 

time and position on the bridge and taken to the Tucson lab. 

All bed load material was analyzed here. The procedure was 

to spread the sediment onto a tray and allow it to dry for one 

to two weeks, then weigh it in a tared dish. Bed load, in 

tons per day, could be computed by the relation: 

(net weight, crm) (1 ton) (86400 sec) 
(total time on bottom, sec) 907200 gm day 

(4 Hellev-Smith openings) (flow width, ft) = bed load, tpd 
ft 

In addition to loads, the composition of these samples 

was determined as well. The procedure for doing this was to 

put the dried, weighed sample into a set of sieves with mesh 

sizes ranging from 16 millimeters to 0.0625 millimeters. The 

sieves were rototapped for one-half hour to separate the size 

fractions. Each sieve size was then weighed, and its 

percentage of the total weight determined. 
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Determining Parameters for Laursen's Equation 

The procedures detailed above enabled the concentrations 

and compositions of both suspended load and bed load to be 

determined. These are the results which Laursen's equation 

seeks to predict. The remainder of this section will show how 

each of the parameters needed to use the equation was 

obtained, beginning with the hydraulic properties and ending 

with the bottom material particle size data. 

Determining Discharge 

The most important hydraulic parameter to determine was 

the discharge of the river at the time that the sample was 

being collected. Fortunately for this study, and a deciding 

factor for locating the sampling site at the Congress Street 

Bridge, was the fact that a continuously monitoring gaging 

station was located only 300 feet downstream, as shown in 

Figure 4. A transducer, located in the gaging station house, 

emitted a continuous stream of nitrogen gas through an orifice 

located on the edge of the wash. The pressure necessary to 

emit the gas, along with the date and time, was recorded on 

digital tape every 15 minutes. When no flow was occurring, 

atmospheric pressure was recorded. During flow, the pressure 

was directly dependent upon the height of water above the 

orifice. The discharge for any stage was obtained from a 

rating curve developed at the same site. 
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To develop the rating curve, and to keep it accurate, 

discharge measurements were collected using a current meter 

attached to a wading rod, if the flows were low, or suspended 

by one of the sampling cranes from the bridge, if the flows 

were high. At the same time that the discharge was 

determined, the height of water above the orifice was also 

measured. Thus, the discharge associated with any water 

height could be determined. Because the transducer measured 

the height of water above the orifice every 15 minutes, the 

flow during any 15 minute interval was recorded on the 

magnetic tape. In 1988, 11 stream gaging measurements were 

made for this purpose. 

A check on the transducer readings was provided by a 

wire-weight gage, located in a box mounted on the bridge rail 

40 feet from the river-right edge. This gage was lowered 

periodically until it barely touched the water surface, and 

the time and gage reading recorded. Wire-weight gage readings 

and discharge values were correlated to produce an additional 

rating curve, which served as a check on the transducer-

discharge values. Additionally, discharges between the 15 

minute transducer readings could be obtained by lowering the 

wire-weight gage when desired. 

An example of a stream hydrograph produced from 

transducer data is shown in Figure 5. This storm occurred on 

August 17, 1989. The hydrograph indicates base flow because 
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the transducer orifice is slightly above the channel bottom 

and cannot be calibrated for very low flows. Thus, all 

discharges below 150 cfs should be ignored. The times at 

which suspended sediment samples were collected are indicated 

in the figure by an "x", and bed-load samples by an "o." 

Ideally, both types of measurements would be taken throughout 

the duration of the storm, reflecting rising and falling limb 

conditions. Figure 5 indicates that during this event 

suspended sediment measurements were collected throughout the 

storm, but bed-load only on the falling limb. The amount of 

sampling varied from storm to storm, depending on manpower 

availability. 

Channel Cross Section 

As part of the larger channel change study being 

conducted by the U.S.G.S., the surveyed positions for 12 cross 

sections along the reach at Congress Street were measured. 

Locations are indicated in Figure 6. The first cross section 

was located 200 feet upstream of the bridge and the last 

approximately 1500 feet downstream of the bridge. Section 2, 

located closest to the downstream bridge face, was used to 

define the channel dimensions in this study. A plot of this 

cross section is shown as Figure 7. 

The vertical axis of this plot shows how wire-weight gage 

readings related to the channel cross section. By knowing the 
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gage reading at a particular discharge, the water surface 

elevation at that discharge could be drawn. From this, the 

width of the channel was estimated. Figure 7 shows the water 

surface elevation which corresponded to a wire-weight gage 

reading of 4.03 feet, or a discharge of 542 cfs. The channel 

width for this flow was 130 feet. 

Manning's n Value 

Having surveyed the dimensions of the channel throughout 

the reach at Congress Street and knowing the water surface 

elevation at two separate points, a step backwater calculation 

was performed to estimate the Manning's n value. The points 

of known elevation were the gaging station (using the stage-

discharge record) and the grade control structure located at 

cross section 8, where flow was assumed to be critical, at 

least during the low flows of this study. Beginning at this 

cross section, the water surface was determined and the 

Manning's n adjusted until the height of water at the gaging 

station matched the correct value according to the stage-

discharge record. 

The calculations were made by U.S.G.S. personnel with 

the aid of a HEC-2 computer model. Manning's n values varied 

from one cross section to another, due to differing roughness 

elements such as vegetation or boulders. In addition, the n 

fluctuated at individual cross sections due to the bottom 
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becoming less rough (and thus the n decreasing) with 

increasing stage. Values ranged from a low of 0.0219 for 

smooth sections at high flows to 0.032 for rough sections at 

low flows. In general, for discharges below about 2000 cfs, 

which is typical of storms in this report, the n ranged from 

0.025 to 0.032. Thus, a mean value of 0.028 was used for all 

calculations. 

Energy Slope 

Like the Manning's n, there was a range of S values 

applicable to this study, because the energy slope could be 

determined in a variety of ways. S could be approximated 

using the grade of the channel bottom or the slope of the 

water surface, or calculated directly from the HEC-2 model 

described above. In addition, either a regional or localized 

energy slope could be used. 

Using a topographic map to estimate the grade of the 

channel between the San Xavier Reservation and Congress Street 

yielded an approximate regional energy slope of 0.0041 ft/ft. 

This regional S was measured over a distance of about 12 

miles. Because the slope covered a large areal extent, 

anomalies such as topographic features or channel 

modifications were averaged over a great distance. Breaking 

this large reach into several smaller ones, each with its own 

energy slope value, would probably provide more accuracy in 
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predicting the sediment carrying capability of the stream over 

a localized reach such as Congress Street. 

The drop in elevation at Congress Street between cross 

sections 1 and 12 was about 0.0025 ft/ft (the grade control 

structure at cross section 8 had minimal effect.) This small 

section of the wash was thus flatter than the region as a 

whole. A developed portion of the channel can be expected to 

have a lesser slope, because a low gradient would be designed 

to purposely assure subcritical flow, although the flatter 

slope would probably result in aggradation. 

Rather than approximating an S value with the localized 

grade of the channel, however, the calculated energy slope 

provided by the step-backwater calculation described above was 

used. This eliminated the variation in channel grade caused 

by scoured areas or terraces. Energy grade line elevations 

derived from the HEC-2 model indicated an S of about 0.0028 

ft/ft at Congress Street, and that value was used for all 

calculations in this thesis. 

Sampling the Drv Wash 

All of the hydraulic parameters required for Laursen's 

equation had now been determined. The discharge and channel 

cross-section were measured in the field, and the Manning's 

n and energy slope were calculated from the field data. The 

only further information required to utilize the equation was 
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the sediment size distribution of the stream bottom. As 

discussed earlier, this was approximated by the composition 

of the dry wash. Because the Congress Street sampling 

location was in the middle of town, an area obviously altered 

from its natural state by human interaction, the wash was 

sampled at the three additional locations shown in Figure 1, 

farther upstream, in an attempt to determine what constituted 

a representative sample. One sample was taken at the San 

Xavier road bridge, two at Drexel Road and five on the San 

Xavier Indian Reservation approximately 20 miles south of 

town. Efforts were concentrated at Congress Street, though, 

so a detailed description of the methods used there will be 

given. Other areas were sampled using the same general 

procedure. 

Following the guidelines for bed sampling outlined by 

Einstein (1967), six cross sections were laid out at Congress 

Street, beginning upstream of the bridge and continuing 

downstream to the gaging station. Four holes, approximately 

eight inches deep, were dug at equally spaced intervals along 

each cross section. This sampling grid is outlined on the 

same figure as the one showing the surveyed cross sections, 

Figure 6. Material from the four holes located along a single 

cross section was composited and analyzed as a single sample. 

The different cross sections, however, were analyzed 

separately. In addition to the six sections in the immediate 
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vicinity of the bridge, two sections approximately 400 feet 

and 1000 feet upstream from the bridge were sampled as well. 

This was done to estimate the uniformity of the material 

farther upstream, but still in the general vicinity of the 

bridge. 

The material from each cross section was put into plastic 

bags, which were labelled and returned to the Tucson lab. 

Analysis consisted of permitting the sample to air dry for 

approximately one week, then splitting it repeatedly until the 

weight was between 100 and 400 grams. The split material was 

dry sieved using the same procedure outlined above for bed 

load samples. 

A problem with this dry sieving method was encountered 

in that the fine material tended to clump together, forming 

dense clogs which would not break apart and pass through the 

smaller screens. This gave erroneously high values for sand 

and gravel and low values for silt and clay. It was 

determined that a wet sieve technique was necessary to 

disperse these clumps and permit an accurate determination of 

the fine material. Thus, all samples were analyzed using a 

hydrometer in addition to dry sieving. 

The hydrometer process involved mixing 40 grams of 

representative sample, after removing all gravel sized 

particles, with 100 ml. of calgon solution and 400 ml. of 

distilled water. This solution was mixed thoroughly with a 
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motor mixer for ten minutes, then poured into a hydrometer 

tube and topped to one liter with distilled water. Amyl 

alcohol was added to any foaming samples. The tube was 

agitated for 30 seconds, then the hydrometer was lowered into 

the sample and the scale read after 30 seconds, 60 seconds, 

1.5 hours and 24 hours. In addition to these standard times, 

the scale was read at other intervals in case a more detailed 

analysis than a simple sand-silt-clay break was deemed 

necessary. For every sample, the quantity of fines as 

determined with the hydrometer was higher than the quantity 

determined by dry sieving, usually by two to three percent. 

The decision to utilize the hydrometer was thus a good one. 

To determine the final bed material compositions, a 

combination of hydrometer and dry sieve techniques was 

adopted. The hydrometer values were used to distinguish silt 

and clay sizes, and the sieved values, adjusted upward 

proportionally to account for these higher concentrations of 

fines, was used to determine sand and gravel. A table showing 

all bed material samples analyzed for this study is included 

in the next chapter. 

Several remarks on determining the parameters for the 

Laursen equation must be made. Appendix B indicates that the 

Manning's n, friction slope, discharge and bottom material may 

all affect the results considerably. Thus, the most accurate 

value possible for each of these parameters must be obtained. 
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For this study, the Manning's n value could have been 

improved (or further verified) by determining an additional 

known water surface elevation, such as at the upstream grade 

control structure, and refining the n value to match this 

elevation in addition to the gaging station. All points at 

which flow is assumed to be critical should be visually 

inspected to verify that this is indeed the case for the range 

of relevant discharges. 

The decision to use a localized energy slope, rather than 

a regional one, had a large impact on the results. This 

decision seemed appropriate for this project because sediment 

loads were being considered over a very small reach. What 

energy slope to use, however, will depend upon the purpose 

(and areal extent) of the study. The effect of varying each 

parameter by 20 percent, to account for the uncertainty 

involved with each value, is shown in Appendix B. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS OF THE STUDY 

This chapter will present the results of the data 

collected from the Santa Cruz wash. First the Congress Street 

suspended and bed load data will be outlined, followed by the 

river bottom particle-size analysis. Rounding out the 

chapter, the bottom material will be utilized in Laursen's 

equation, with and without the wash load included, to examine 

its modeling applicability. 

Suspended Sediment Results 

A plot of sediment load versus discharge (with lines of 

equal concentration included for comparison) for 300 of the 

321 suspended sediment samples procured at Congress Street is 

presented as Figure 8. The remaining 21 samples are not 

included because they were collected at low flows, after the 

water surface had dropped below the gage, and there are no 

reliable discharge measurements for these samples. Because 

the D-49 sampler admitted any size fraction that was floating 

in the water column, including silt and clay, loads depicted 

in the figure consist of wash load and suspended bed-material 

load. Later in this chapter, the same figure will be re

examined with the wash load sizes removed. 
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Although the data appears fairly linear, it must be 

emphasized that the scales are logarithmic. A variation of 

approximately one order of magnitude exists between high and 

low data points at any single discharge measurement. For 

example, at 300 cfs the smallest load was approximately 2,000 

tons per day, while the largest load at that same discharge 

was nearly 20,000 tons per day. This difference could have 

a profound effect on some water resource projects. 

The variation at this discharge probably did not occur 

during a single storm; it was due to differing conditions 

which existed during separate flow events. This fact is more 

easily discerned by examining three of the storms 

individually, as in Figure 9. This figure shows the sediment 

carried by storms on August 2, October 5 and October 6, 1989. 

The amount of flow associated with the three storms was 

comparable, ranging from 100 to 1,000 cfs. The slope of the 

data points for each of the three flows is very similar as 

well. This indicates that as a storm ended and the river 

began to dry up, its carrying capacity dropped proportionally 

for each event. Comparing two events, however, shows a very 

different quantity of sediment being carried by the same 

amount of water. For instance, during the storm on October 

5, at 400 cfs the river could carry about 5,000 tons of 

sediment per day. This same flow could carry 10,000 tons of 

sediment, or twice the load, during the storm on August 2. 
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Because the hydraulic characteristics were identical, the 

differing carrying capacities must be due to the locations of 

the storms, or more specifically the source areas of the 

sediment. 

Any storm which causes flow at Congress Street must be 

located south of town, because the Santa Cruz River flows from 

south to north in this area. The storms, though, are very 

localized in character. In fact, during these events it may 

be raining in one portion of town while the sun is shining in 

another. If a storm is located over the mountains, where the 

slope is steep but the majority of the sediment is cobbles and 

boulders, less material will be transported than if the storm 

is situated over the desert floor where most sediment is fine

grained. Antecedent moisture conditions play an important 

role in determining the quantity of fines that will be 

transported as well, because dust is mostly washed away by the 

earliest storms. The different linear trends shown in Figure 

9, then, can be explained by the variation in the amount and 

type of sediment which was available for each storm to move: 

the event on August 2 had a much more abundant supply than the 

one on October 5. 

A major storm located over the desert far from town, 

which can carry a vast quantity of material, may have 

infiltrated to the point that only a small discharge remains 

in the channel by the time it reaches the gage. This storm 
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may be difficult to distinguish from a small event located 

nearby which produces the same stage reading. An example of 

this situation is the load carried on October 6, which was ten 

times the quantity moved by the storm on the previous day. 

The larger storm occurred around the city of Nogales, located 

70 miles south of Tucson, and the water and sediment took 

nearly an entire day to flow from there and reach the sampling 

area. Given this amount of time and distance, the river was 

able to accumulate a very large load. Smaller storms like the 

previous two, located much nearer to town, produced the same 

stage reading but yielded a "cleaner" discharge. 

Another source of variation in the data is due to 

differing sediment loads carried within a single storm. An 

example of this situation is shown in Figure 10, from the 

storm which occurred on August 17, 1989. The hydrograph from 

this storm was presented as Figure 5. The first noticeable 

feature on this graph is the hysteretic nature of the data. 

The dashed line is fitted to rising hydrograph values and the 

solid line to falling hydrograph values. The graph indicates 

that loads were heavier during discharges experienced at the 

beginning of the storm than at the same discharges during 

recession. Perhaps the antecedent moisture conditions were 

low, so more dust and fine material was available to be moved 

at the beginning of the storm. Another curious feature on 

this graph is the rise in the data points which occurs near 
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the end of the falling limb, around 300 cfs. Sediment loads 

increased from 3,600 to 6,200 tons per day, although discharge 

was still decreasing. This could indicate that the storm had 

moved to an area with a higher sediment supply, perhaps moving 

from a mountainous to a desert regime, so more material became 

available to be transported. A second explanation could be 

that at this time the water was infiltrating but the sediment 

was not, so the concentration increased. 

Figure 10 also demonstrates that samples acquired at a 

single point on the bridge can adequately represent the load 

carried by the stream as a whole. In this figure, the data 

points denoted by a star were sampled from a point located 50 

feet west of the samples indicated by an square. Both the 

hysteresis in the hydrograph limbs and the rise in load that 

occurs at the low discharges were detected at both locations, 

giving nearly identical values. This implies that 

concentrations were fairly uniform across the channel. The 

basic assumption of time series sampling - that data collected 

at a single point could represent the entire cross section of 

the stream - was therefore justified. 

Bed Load Results 

The results of sampling the second component of total 

load, namely the bed load, will be discussed now. This is 

the material that rolled or skipped along the river bottom 
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and was collected in the Helley-Smith sampler. The 19 samples 

are listed by date, time of sample, discharge and amount of 

bed load in Table 1. 

Data from this table is shown graphically in Figure 11. 

The data points marked by a star on the graph were sampled 

using the EWI technique, the method of choice in 1988. Points 

indicated by a square were the results of time series 

sampling, so all were obtained from a single point. All 

samples of this type were collected in 1989. 

Single point samples will be considered first. As shown 

by the scatter which is present in Figure 11 at low 

discharges, bed load point samples have a huge amount of 

variation, much more than the suspended sediment collected in 

the same way. In some instances, more than two orders of 

magnitude exist between loads carried by the same discharge, 

such as when one sample collected at 303 cfs had 3 tons per 

day of load, while another collected at 305 cfs had 772 tons 

per day. This variation is very common in bed load sampling. 

The discrepancy is not necessarily caused by differing source 

areas, rather it is due to the way in which bed load is 

transported, as well as possible measurement errors. 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, bed load moves via ripples, 

dunes and antidunes which migrate along the river bottom. 

Which particular bedform is stable is a function of the Froude 

number. Dunes tend to form at low flows, when the Froude 



DATE TIME DISCHARGE BED LOAD 
(cfs) (tons per day) 

7/26/88 10 25 219 285 

10 35 219 276 

8/23/88 17 50 5740 1906 

8/27/88 23 20 1650 401 

8/28/88 1 49 1355 499 

8/02/89 17 50 303 3 

17 55 268 21 

18 00 233 7 

18 07 209 169 

18 13 189 21 

18 20 170 4 

8/17/89 20 50 362 82 

20 56 349 2 

21:05 326 27 

21 15 301 39 

21 22 304 65 

21 30 305 772 

21 37 291 542 

21 47 264 30 

TABLE 1. Quantity of sediment transported as 
bed load for all sampled events 
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number is small, and antidunes appear when the value exceeds 

about 0.8 (Shen, 1971). All bed load samples in this study 

were collected at low discharges, between 150 and 350 cfs, 

which had Froude numbers between 0.4 and 0.6. Thus the 

bedforms which were present on the bottom during bed load 

sampling were probably dunes. 

Dunes tend to migrate downstream because sediment rolls 

up the "windward" slope and over the crest, depositing on the 

lee slope. The trough is essentially a zone of stagnation. 

Thus, the amount of sediment collected in a sampler is 

directly dependent on where that sampler is located in 

relation to the dune. If the Helley-Smith is lowered into the 

trough, very little sediment will be captured due to the 

stagnant nature of the water. On the other hand, if it is 

lowered onto a dune crest, much more material is likely to 

wash into the nozzle and be trapped inside the sample bag. 

Therefore the heavy sample mentioned above, collected when the 

discharge was 305 cfs, was probably the result of the Helley-

Smith being situated in a position on the dune favorable to 

admit sediment, while the small load, at nearly the same 

discharge, was not. 

Sampling from a single point permits the various portions 

of a bedform to actually be observed. This is done by 

plotting load against time, as shown for two storms in Figure 

12. The minimum points on the graph indicate dune troughs, 
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when little sediment was captured. The maximum points are 

dune crests, when the sampler collected the most debris. The 

data indicate that at discharges between 150 and 350 cfs, a 

dune took approximately 20 minutes to pass by the sampler. 

This type of plot, of course, can only be done when samples 

are taken from one point, thus monitoring the passage of 

bedforms. 

Single point sampling, while useful in monitoring the 

movement of individual dunes, may not be as effective in 

determining total bed load. Dune movement is very dependent 

upon the active part of the bed, so stagnant areas, away from 

the main portion of the channel, may have little or no 

bedforms present, while more active areas are covered with 

them. Thus, while suspended load may be considered uniform 

across the channel cross section, bed load may not. The time 

series performed in 1989 was from station 110, very much in 

the active channel. By direct observation, though, the 

channel at Congress Street seems to exhibit active and 

stagnant areas. Thus, equal width sampling, such as was 

performed in 1988, may provide a more accurate account of bed 

load than time series sampling, which only examines a point 

on the active bed. A regression line through the data in 

Figure 11, using only the five equal width interval ("x") 

points, might therefore be the most accurate, but would also 

be based on very little data. 
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Percentages of Bed Load 

Combining the loads carried in suspension (Figure 8) with 

the loads carried on the bed (Figure 11) yields the total 

sediment carried by the Santa Cruz River. The percentage of 

the total load moved by each process can be determined by 

comparing these two figures. Each flow event must be examined 

individually, due to the large amount of variation associated 

with each storm. Table 2 shows the discharge, load and 

percentage of material moved as bed load during the five EWI 

events mentioned above. 

The table indicates that very little of the total load 

is moved on the bed. At low discharges, such as the 219 cfs 

recorded on June 26, around three percent moved as bed load. 

The proportion decreased with increasing discharge. At the 

highest flow for which Helley-Smith data was collected, 5740 

cfs on August 23, only 0.8 of 1% moved by this process. The 

proportion of sediment transported as bed load in the Santa 

Cruz at low flows is therefore comparable (but less) to the 

five percent noted by Shen (1971) in his study of desert 

streams in West Pakistan. 

Results of Compositional Analyses 

The previous five figures have demonstrated how total 

loads varied during the course of a storm. As mentioned 

earlier, 40 of the samples also received a compositional 
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DATE DISCHARGE Q bed Q SUSp % BED LOAD 
(cfs) (tons/day) (tons/day) 

07/26/88 

07/26/88 

08/23/88 

08/27/88 

08/28/88 

219 

219 

5740 

1650 

1355 

285 

276 

1906 

401 

499 

10612 

10600 

235990 

103510 

80254 

2 . 6  

2 . 6  

0 . 8  

0.4 

0 . 6  

TABLE 2. Percentage of total load transported as bed load for the 
five equal width interval samples obtained in 1988 
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breakdown in order to determina how the sediment composition 

changed over time. Many of those samples were taken during 

the storm on August 17, 1989; the hydrograph and hysteretic 

concentration profile of this storm have already been 

discussed. A compositional breakdown of both the suspended 

load and bed load associated with this event are shown in 

Figure 13. The six curves on the left side of the figure are 

suspended sediment concentrations at various flows, 3 from the 

rising limb and 3 from the falling limb, with discharge values 

labeled next to the curves. The arrows indicate that during 

the rising limb, the composition of the stream tended to 

coarsen, shifting the curves to the right. This seems 

intuitive because at high discharges, the river had more 

energy and was able to carry heavier sediment particles. On 

the falling limb, with decreasing flow the curve moves back 

to the left, indicating a fining of the particles carried in 

suspension. Compositions were generally finer on the falling 

limb than they were for the same discharge on the rising limb. 

For example, the curve associated with a discharge of 542 cfs, 

on the rising limb of the hydrograph, had a d50 value of .016 

mm. After the peak flow of 1061 cfs was reached and the water 

receded back to 589 cfs, the composition had fined to a d50 of 

0.006 mm. Thus, although overall sediment concentrations were 

less on the falling hydrograph limb, the proportion of wash 

load was greater. Samples from other storms which received 
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a compositional breakdown revealed the same coarsening and 

fining pattern, depending on the hydrograph limb, as was shown 

here. 

This trend could not be observed in the bed load 

compositions, represented by the four curves on the right side 

of the figure. All of these samples were collected during the 

falling limb of the hydrograph? unfortunately, they were all 

obtained at nearly the same discharge, between 250 and 350 

cfs. The material may have fined as the bedforms shifted from 

dunes to ripples at low discharges, but the samples were not 

collected over a wide enough range of flow to observe this 

trend. The main fact to be noted concerning bed load is that 

it is much coarser than suspended load. At 300 cfs, for 

example, suspended load had a d50 of about 0.003mm, while bed 

load had a d50 of around 0.3mm or larger, an increase of two 

orders of magnitude. 

Modeling Using Laursen's Equation 

Summing the suspended load and bed load yields the total 

load of the Santa Cruz River. This is the rate of sediment 

transport that Laursen's equation should predict if it can 

be considered a total load formula. The variability in the 

sampled results, however, presents a problem. When using a 

single bottom material (that of the dry wash), only a single 

load value will be calculated for any discharge. Thus, the 
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variation in observed data can in no way be predicted, as long 

as all other inputs are kept constant. 

Zernial and Laursen (1963) noted this fact when they 

attempted to apply the Laursen function to the Rio Grande, 

Fivemile, Niobrara and Middle Loup Rivers. The suspended load 

from each stream plotted as a scatter band similar to the one 

noted for the Santa Cruz. They cited three explanations for 

the variation in data: temperature fluctuations from one 

season to another (which affected the fall velocity of the 

particles), instability in the channel itself, or differing 

amounts of sediment supplied by surface runoff. By 

experimentally varying each parameter, using the coldest and 

warmest water temperatures, the shallowest and deepest depth 

observed for a single discharge and the coarsest and finest 

sampled bottom material, they noted how the calculated results 

were affected. Varying any of the three parameters changed 

the results significantly, but the largest fluctuation was due 

to altering the bed material. In the case of the Fivemile 

Creek, for example, altering the bed material changed the load 

calculation by a factor of 12. 

Variation in temperature would have minimal effect on the 

data presented in this study, because all samples were 

obtained at the same time of year, namely summer and early 

fall. Because the channel was reinforced, instability should 

not be a consideration either. The only parameter used in 
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Laursen's equation which could explain the scatter band would 

be changes in the sediment supplied by surface runoff, 

reflected by various bottom material compositions. Each storm 

would produce a unique sediment mixture on the channel bed, 

depending on where the runoff was derived, and the composition 

would change constantly throughout the duration of flow. The 

differing bed materials would yield distinct loads with unique 

compositions for a single discharge. 

Bed material during flow was not obtained in this study, 

due to problems with the BM-54 sampler. This thesis cannot 

directly prove, then, that changes in the bottom material are 

responsible for the observed scatter band in data. The 

problem can be addressed indirectly, however, by examining the 

composition of the dry wash and seeing if reasonable changes 

in the bed could produce the variation in data that was 

observed. A starting point in determining the applicability 

of the Laursen equation, then, would be to simplify the 

problem by assuming that the dry wash is a reasonable 

approximation of the bed during flow, a procedure which is 

done by engineers in practice on a regular basis. This 

required first sampling the wash at several locations in order 

to determine what constituted a representative sample. 

Results of Bottom Material Sampling 

The results of sampling the Santa Cruz wash at the four 
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locations identified on the site map are presented in Table 

3. For comparative purposes, other potential sources of 

sediment to the channel were sampled as well. These included 

the banks of the Santa Cruz upstream of the soil cemented 

reach, because this material would be added to the flow if the 

banks collapsed, and also the material from several nearby 

washes, which would supply sediment to the main channel during 

flow. Lastly, the surrounding desert was sampled in five 

locations, because this material could be transported by 

overland flow and eventually add wash load to the Santa Cruz. 

An examination of the table indicates that the Santa Cruz 

maintains a relatively low concentration of fines (from 1 to 

11 percent), while the nearby tributaries vary from 2 to 25 

percent silt and clay. The bank material contained up to 80 

percent and the desert as much as 95 percent fine material. 

Thus, although an immense quantity of wash load is available 

to be transported in the Santa Cruz, the quantity that 

actually ends up on the bed after the flow recedes is 

consistently small. 

The range of bed material compositions found in the Santa 

Cruz wash is shown graphically in Figure 14. The shaded area 

on the graph illustrates the sediment sizes which were 

encountered throughout the study area, beginning with the 

coarsest Congress Street values, shaded lightly, and ending 

with the finest San Xavier samples, shaded heavily. At 
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Percent less than 
SAMPLE CLAY SILT SAND GRAVEL 

<.002 < . 0 6 2  <.125 <.25 <.5 <1 <2 <4 <8 mm 

BED MATERIAL 

#1 3.5 3.7 4.7 8.9 21.9 39.8 59.5 74.8 85.7 
(SC @ Congress) 

#2 1.9 2.7 3.3 9.5 23.6 41.4 56.9 71.1 83.1 
(SC @ Congress) 

#3 1.6 2.4 2.8 7.3 19.8 33.5 45.8 61.0 75.1 
(SC 0 Congress) 

#4 1.7 2.3 2.5 7.0 20.1 34.6 47.1 58.5 68.0 
(SC @ Congress) 

#5 1.0 1.5 1.6 7.5 18.3 31.9 41.8 52.1 61.4 
(SC @ Congress) 

#6 1.4 1.9 2.1 4.7 27.2 45.6 59.5 71.5 80.9 
(SC @ Congress) 

#7 2.2 4.0 5.8 10.9 26.9 43.5 55.9 67.6 76.9 
(SC @ Congress) 

#8 2.0 3.2 4.3 9.4 24.1 39.2 52.8 64.0 70.9 
(SC @ Congress) 

#9 2.1 2.7 3.6 7.0 17.0 38.4 55.5 68.7 77.2 
(SC 0 Drexel) 

#10 2.7 10.8 20.2 26.1 39.0 55.8 68.3 76.5 83.5 
(SC @ Drexel) 

#11 0.9 1.0 2 .7 8.7 27.6 54 .4 72 .5 85.3 92.4 
(SC @ San Xavier Rd) 

#12 2.9 4.8 8.3 17.0 44 .4 74 .3 86.5 92.6 97.6 
(SC 0 San Xavier Res) 

#13 2.5 5.4 9.6 15.3 26.2 53.9 78.2 91.8 94.6 
(SC 0 San Xavier Res) 

#14 4.5 11.7 17.0 32.4 62.9 88.9 96.3 98.9 100 
(SC 0 San Xavier Res) 

#15 4.3 11.6 22.4 42.7 72.2 91.0 97.0 99.0 100 
(SC 0 San Xavier Res) 

#16 3.2 7.5 13.9 24.4 35.3 58.6 81.3 94.5 100 
(SC 0 San Xavier Res) 

#17 6. 6 13.3 15.6 22.9 38.0 53.2 67. 1 81.2 94.7 
(Airport Wash) 

#18 3.9 5.7 7.3 14.8 34.1 53.8 67.9 80.3 89.1 
(Airport Wash) 

#19 6.6 21.8 27.7 38.0 51.5 65.8 78.1 87.5 92.1 
(Julian Wash) 

#20 7.0 22.8 29.2 40.3 53.4 69.5 82.8 94 .5 99.3 
(Julian Wash) 

#21 1.5 2.0 2.1 2.9 7.3. 21.8 43.8 65.7 77.5 
(Cholla Wash) 

#22 7.0 21.9 24.6 27.5 30.2 33.0 46. 9 66.2 88.4 
(Cholla Wash) 

#23 3.0 6.3 7.8 11 .9 19.2 30.5 45. 1 62.2 79.8 
(Hideout Wash) 

#24 19.0 47.3 56.8 66.3 75.9 85.4 95.0 100 100 
(SC West Channel) 

#25 22.8 76.5 81.2 85.9 90.6 95.3 100 100 100 
(Small Wash 0 San Xavier Rd) 

TABLE 3. Particle sizes for the Santa Cruz and Selected Washes 
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SAMPLE 

BANK MATERIAL 

#25 
(SC 0 Drexel Rd) 

#26 
(SC 0 Drexel Rd) 

#27 
(SC 0 San Xavier) 

#28 
(SC 0 San Xavier) 

#29 
(Cholla Wash) 

#30 
(Hideout Wash) 

DESERT MATERIAL 

#31 
(near Julian Wash) 

#32 
(South of Drexel Rd) 

#33 
(0 Valencia Rd) 

#34 
(0 San Xavier Rd) 

#35 
(0 San Xavier Rd) 

Percent 
CLAY SILT 
<•002 <.062 <.125 

27.4 82.4 85.8 

10.5 56.4 65.1 

10.8 74.2 78.8 

23.1 67.7 74.0 

8.9 24.4 31.8 

10.7 36.1 45.2 

7.7 27.6 35.1 

14.1 53.7 64.0 

32.5 88.3 90.6 

36.8 93.0 95.0 

38.6 93.7 97.0 

less than 
—SAND 
<.25 <.5 <1 

89.4 92.9 96.3 

73.8 82.6 91.3 

83.3 87.9 92.4 

80.3 86.6 92.9 

42.6 52.7 61.5 

59.4 71.3 79.2 

45.8 57.4 68.0 

69.7 76.1 82.5 

92.9 95.2 97.5 

98.0 100 100 

99.0 100 100 

GRAVEL 
<2 <4 <8 ram 

100 100 100 

100 100 100 

97 98.8 100 

99.2 100 100 

71.5 81.8 90.2 

83.6 90.6 95.8 

77.7 87.9 96.0 

87.2 92.1 94.9 

100 100 100 

100 100 100 

100 100 100 

TABLE 3 (cont.) 
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Congress Street alone, d50 sizes varied from the coarsest of 

4mm to the finest of 1.5mm. This sampling location, being in 

the heart of town and the most receptive to interaction by 

man, had the coarsest particle sizes. Moving upstream (south) 

toward less disturbed areas, the particle sizes became 

progressively finer, shifting the curves to the left. Samples 

collected at Drexel Road were finer than Congress Street, San 

Xavier Road samples were finer than Drexel Road, and San 

Xavier Reservation samples, collected some 15 miles south of 

Tucson, were the finest of all. This is indicated by the 

progressively darker shading on the graph. At the San Xavier 

Reservation site, the sizes varied from a coarse d50 of lmm to 

a fine d50 of 0.3mm. Many more cross sections were actually 

sampled than are shown on the graph; only the coarsest and 

finest extremes are displayed. Any additional samples 

collected from the Santa Cruz wash within the study area would 

be expected to fall within the shaded area. For comparative 

purposes, the bed material found in five other rivers across 

the United States, taken from Guy (1970), is also shown. 

One fact to note from the graph is that the Santa Cruz 

has a relatively fine-grained bottom when compared to other 

rivers. Particle sizes range from medium sand at San Xavier 

to fine gravel at Congress Street. Thus a transport equation 

such as Laursen's, which was developed using sand-sized 

grains, should be applicable. 
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The choice of a representative bottom material is 

difficult, due to the large amount of variation in sampled 

compositions. The finer sediment collected on the San Xavier 

Reservation south of town is probably the most representative 

of the Santa Cruz channel in its undisturbed state. Because 

the actual in-flowing loads were measured at Congress street, 

though, the gravelly bottom found there will be influential 

as well. These two sampling locations represent the fine and 

coarse extremes found in the area, so both compositions should 

be utilized to demonstrate the widest range of values that 

Laursen's equation can calculate at this site. 

The mathematics involved will not be presented in this 

portion of the report. A computer program developed by Seree 

Chanyotha for the Civil Engineering Department was used for 

the actual computations. Sample calculations, however, along 

with a sensitivity analysis showing how varying each parameter 

affects the results, are presented in Appendix B. 

Modeling Suspended Sediment 

The suspended sediment data collected at Congress Street 

is shown again in Figure 15. Statistical factors relating the 

data points, including the regression line, the regression 

equation and the coefficient of determination, are included 

on the figure. A coefficient of 0.791 indicates that 

(0.791)2, or 63 percent of the variance in sediment load, can 
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be explained by the discharge measurements, a fairly high 

correlation. The regression line shows what the "average" 

load for the various discharges would be. 

The suspended load predicted by the Laursen equation is 

indicated by the shaded area above the regression line. The 

shading corresponds to the bed material shading of Figure 14. 

The lightest areas were calculated using particle sizes from 

Congress Street and the darkest areas by material collected 

at the San Xavier Reservation. Because Congress Street and 

San Xavier represent the extremes found throughout the study 

area, any samples collected in this portion of the Santa Cruz 

wash should yield loads which fall within the shaded area 

between the two curves. 

This figure indicates that, for the range of discharges 

encountered in this study, the Congress Street data most 

nearly approximates the regression line. For very low 

discharges, neither bed material does a very good job of 

estimating the data - most predicted values are too high, 

sometimes by an order of magnitude. Above 1000 cfs, however, 

the predictions based on the Congress Street bed material fall 

within the observed range and begin to give a good 

approximation. Predictions based on the San Xavier 

reservation bed material at this discharge are still high, 

although a few measured values approach that prediction. 

Unfortunately, there were no flows above 10,000 cfs during 
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the two year period of this study. If the trends depicted in 

Figure 15 continue and the regression line has the same slope 

in the higher discharge ranges, bed material samples from San 

Xavier will begin to predict the suspended load better than 

samples from Congress Street. 

In order to explain why the Laursen curves do not fit 

the observed data better, attention must be focused on the 

composition of the bed material, because this is the parameter 

which has the greatest effect on the calculated results. The 

most obvious conclusion to be drawn is that the dry wash does 

not adequately reflect the "average" composition during flow, 

at least for low discharges. At flows between 2,000 and 

10,000 cfs, where the Laursen curves intersect the data 

points, perhaps the bottom material does provide a sufficient 

approximation. 

An intuitive knowledge of the sediment-water interaction 

may explain why predicted loads are too high at small 

discharges. In Chapter 2, the idea was proposed that because 

an ephemeral stream eventually drops its entire load, 

including the wash load portion, the dry bed may contain a 

higher proportion of fine material (essentially silt and clay) 

than was present on the bottom during flow. The Laursen 

function is extremely sensitive to material in this size 

range, so the inflated proportion of fines would produce 

erroneously high load values. When the river begins to flow, 
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nearly all silt and clay would be re-suspended and carried 

away, resulting in a much smaller percentage on the bottom. 

If this coarser composition had been used in the Laursen 

equation, more accurate results would have been produced. 

At higher discharges, then, an explanation must be 

provided as to why the equation begins to predict the observed 

loads. For these larger flows, the stream contains more 

energy and carries material from farther away. More fines 

would be introduced which would be reflected as increased 

fractions of the bottom material. Eventually, silt and clay 

would approach two to five percent by weight, comparable to 

what is found in the dry bed. For still higher discharges, 

this process would be magnified. The percentage of fines 

would need to surpass the quantities found in the dry wash, 

approaching the concentrations found at San Xavier (eight to 

ten percent). This would consequently explain the high 

sediment loads observed for flows approaching 10,000 cfs, 

which are too large to predict using the percentage of fine 

material in the dry wash at Congress Street. 

Up to this point, basing the discrepancy in the 

calculated results on erroneous silt-clay compositions for 

the dry wash has been a matter of conjecture. Additional 

support for this theory could be obtained, however, by 

determining the correct bottom material which would produce 

the compositions and concentrations observed at various flows. 
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If the concentrations indicate that the theoretical bed 

material at low flows should have a smaller percentage of fine 

material than the dry wash, and at high flows a larger 

percentage, then the theory proposed above will be 

substantiated, although not proven beyond any reasonable 

doubt. This can be accomplished using the "inverse modeling" 

technique described below. 

Inverse Modeling Results 

The inverse modeling process involves in-putting the 

suspended load concentration and composition from a single 

sample, which reflects an instantaneous flow condition, into 

the Laursen equation and, by an iterative process, finding 

the bed composition necessary to bring about those values. 

Suspended sediment data is used because it explains 97 to 99 

percent of the total load, and thus modeling it accurately is 

equivalent to modeling the total load. Bed load can be 

virtually ignored in this process. An example of the 

mathematics involved is presented in Appendix B. 

Figure 16 indicates three possible bottom compositions, 

ranging from coarse to fine, which would yield the correct 

load (and load composition) for the sample collected on August 

17, 1989 at 542 cfs. The location of this sample in relation 

to others procured from the same storm is shown on the inset -

this was obtained early on the rising hydrograph limb. The 
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range of compositions found in the dry wash at Congress Street 

is shown as the shaded portion of the figure for comparison. 

The first fact to note is that more than one bottom 

material will give the correct results. Because Laursen's 

equation depends on the d50 value as well as proportions of 

bottom material in each size range, varying the d50 slightly, 

while adjusting the proportions of each sediment size at the 

same time, can produce virtually the same load value. Thus, 

for a range of d50 values there are associated composition 

curves which will predict the correct transport results. The 

most likely material would have approximately the same mean 

diameter, however, as the dry wash. All curves become very 

similar in the fine sediment range, because the Laursen 

equation is extremely sensitive to these sizes. Essentially, 

it is only this finest material which is of concern, because 

nearly all suspended sediment carried by the Santa Cruz is 

silt size or smaller for the low discharges found in this 

study. Particles above 0.25mm can be virtually ignored, 

because this material is too large to move in suspension. In 

order to focus on what is occurring to the fine material, this 

graph does not include the larger sediment sizes. 

In Figure 16, the three curves shown in cross hatches 

will all predict the sampled load correctly. The proportion 

of silt and clay for each curve is nearly identical, varying 

from 0.65 to 1.2 percent, although the d50 values range from 
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0.4mm to 16mm. Comparing the predicted curves with the dry 

wash at Congress Street (the shaded portion of the figure), 

the question can be asked: is this change in composition 

feasible? 

Figure 16 indicates that only a slight change in 

composition from the dry bed is needed in order to produce 

the observed results. In fact, the center curve falls almost 

entirely within the shaded area, suggesting that the Congress 

Street composition should predict this load quite accurately. 

Simply reducing the silt-clay concentration from proportions 

found in the dry wash (2 to 4 percent) to the 1.2 to 0.65 

percent range mentioned above would give theoretical values 

which correlate entirely with observations. This reduction 

in fine material on the bottom is certainly feasible, 

considering that the detritus which accumulated at the end of 

the previous storm would probably be re-suspended and carried 

away. The proportion of particles in the fine sediment range 

would thus decrease. 

What would be the consequences of removing this small 

percentage of fines from the bed? Some simple mathematics 

and a few basic assumptions can provide a quantitative idea. 

The dry wash bed contains about 2.5 percent fines by weight. 

Assume that this material has the density of quartz and the 

porosity of the bed is 30 percent. At 542 cfs, the channel 

width is about 130 feet, so the top six inches of bed material 
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would contain about 188 pounds of silt and clay per unit 

length of channel. Reducing the amount of sediment on the bed 

to 1 percent would mean suspending 113 pounds of this 

material. 

The concentration of sediment in the Santa Cruz at 542 

cfs was 8,266 parts'per million (Appendix A). The depth at 

this discharge, from Manning's equation, would be about 1.3 

feet, so for a unit length of stream, about 87 pounds of 

material was floating in the water column. Thus, reducing 

the silt-clay concentration by 1.5 percent in the first six 

inches of the bed could account for all suspended sediment 

found at that discharge. Little sediment would need to be 

supplied from the outside for this fairly minor flow. 

The next two figures are graphs similar to Figure 16. 

The samples were collected during the same storm; one was at 

the peak of the hydrograph and the other was on the falling 

limb, as shown on the insets. The bottom material necessary 

to predict these samples is comparable to the theoretical 

curves shown in the previous example. At the peak hydrograph 

discharge of 1061 cfs (Figure 17) , the calculated curves still 

contain one to two percent less fines than the dry wash, while 

the other particle sizes remain similar. As the discharge 

decreases to 335 cfs on the falling limb (Figure 18) , the 

calculated curves move downward slightly in the silt-clay 

range, and by as much as 6 percent (from 8% in the dry wash 
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to 2% at 335 cfs) for sizes around 0.25mm. Aberrations such 

as this, which tend to give the curve an angular shape, are 

sometimes necessary to account for a small supply of sediment 

in the larger size ranges. This is of little concern as long 

as total load is being considered. Ninety-five percent of the 

suspended load from this sample is accounted for by sizes 

below 0.25mm, so the shift has minimal impact on the total 

load. If bed-material load alone is being considered, 

however, and silt and clay are ignored, deviations such as 

this would be of greater concern. 

The main fact to note from figures 16 through 18 is that 

throughout the period of flow, much of the fine material is 

supplied by re-suspending the silt and clay from the dry bed, 

according to the theoretical curves. Only a small amount of 

detritus needs to be washed in from the watershed. At the 

peak flow of 1061 cfs, for example, the concentration of 9662 

parts per million indicates that approximately 152 lbs of 

sediment was floating in the water column (per unit length of 

river). Using the same assumptions as in the earlier example, 

except expanding the channel width to 135 feet to accommodate 

the larger discharge, an estimated 117 pounds of sediment, or 

77 percent, could be supplied by the first six inches of fine 

bed material. 

Eventually, as flow decreases this material should begin 

to re-accumulate on the bed. At what point this happens is 
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a matter of conjecture. Perhaps infiltration, which occurs 

throughout the duration of flow, keeps the concentration of 

fine material at depth in the bed at a nearly constant three 

to four percent, and only at the surface is it washed away. 

Or perhaps this fine sediment is re-deposited at very low 

discharges, smaller than the ones sampled here, raising the 

concentration back up to the percentages observed on the dry 

wash. By whatever mechanism, though, it seems intuitive that 

as the discharge decreases and the fines settle out, the 

composition of silt and clay on the bed should increase 

somewhat, certainly enough to explain the two to three percent 

additional fines found in the dry wash. 

The flow from which the samples used in Figures 16 

through 18 were obtained was fairly "clean." In other words, 

the concentration of sediment was low compared to what was 

observed at the same discharge during other storms. The flow 

on October 6, 1989, for example, which was described as 

originating in the vicinity of Nogales and arriving at the 

gaging station a day later, is an example of a "dirty" flow. 

Discharge from this storm had four times the sediment 

concentration as the one shown above. Theoretical bottom 

material for this event is shown in Figure 19. 

The sample was obtained at a discharge of 306 cfs. Thus 

the bottom material may be comparable to the previous figure, 

obtained at 335 cfs. Of interest in Figure 19 is the fact 
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that the fine material, below 0.0625mm, is present in a much 

higher percentage than in the previous figures. In fact, the 

concentrations of silt and clay found in this "dirty" flow 

would require a bed material nearly identical to the dry wash. 

This seems to indicate that a low flow with a high sediment 

content such as this may accumulate the majority of its 

sediment from the watershed (or the dry wash much further 

upstream), and thus may not alter the sediment proportions 

found at Congress Street appreciably. "Cleaner" flows, on the 

other hand, tend to remove more silt and clay from the bed at 

the sampling location. 

Possible differences in bottom material from one flow 

event to another can thus explain the scatter band shown in 

Figure 15, and also the discrepancies between predicted and 

observed loads. Flows during which the fines were removed 

from the bed (such as the so-called "clean" flows), had loads 

that were over-predicted by the Laursen equation. "Dirty" 

events such as the October 6th storm, which did not change the 

bottom appreciably, plotted near the predicted loads. 

Still to be addressed is the bottom material which may 

have been present at high discharges. Unfortunately, no data 

are available for flows above 10,000 cfs, where the observed 

concentrations begin to exceed the predicted ones in Figure 

15. The highest flow for which a compositional breakdown was 

performed was during the storm of August 27, 1988, at a 
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discharge of 2433 cfs. The sample was "dirty" in that it was 

as concentrated in sediment as a previous sample obtained at 

7623 cfs, over three times the discharge. Theoretical bottom 

material curves from this sample are shown in Figure 20. 

First, it must be emphasized that the curves only account 

for the composition of material below 0.125mm. Above this 

value the compositions predicted by the curves become 

progressively less than what was actually sampled. Particles 

below 0.125mm account for 85 percent of the total load. 

This figure indicates that the river at Congress Street 

must acquire additional fine material in order to explain the 

suspended sediment composition. Approximately one to two 

percent additional silt and clay would be necessary, plus five 

to ten percent more sediment in the range between 0.0625mm and 

0.5mm. In fact, a composition similar to the proportions 

found at the San Xavier reservation, as indicated by the left-

hand curve on the figure, would predict the observed results 

adequately. The question to be pondered is - is this change 

in composition feasible? 

Because this flow is fairly large and dirty, it seems 

reasonable to assume that it came from a considerable 

distance, much like the flow on October 6 which arrived from 

Nogales. Thus, the water may have passed through finer-

grained upstream reaches and picked up material from there. 

Additionally, tributaries with bed compositions as high as 25 
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percent fines, such as those shown on Table 3, could have 

added material. Occasionally an undercut bank may have failed 

and supplied still more silt and clay. The point to be made 

is that there was an ample supply of fine material a short 

distance upstream that could conceivably have been carried by 

this fairly large flow to the sampling point at Congress 

Street. Thus, a change in bottom material of this magnitude 

is possible. 

The inverse modeling examples outlined above illustrate 

several points. First, slight changes in the bed material of 

the wash during flow can account for large changes in 

predicted load. At the discharge shown in Figure 20 (2433 

cfs), for example, a two percent increase in the proportion 

of silt and clay will increase the load by 127 percent. 

Secondly, these changes in bed material are small enough as 

to be explained by feasible natural processes. At low 

discharges, the reduction in fines could be accomplished by 

re-suspending the detritus left by a previous storm, and at 

high discharges the increase in silt and clay on the bed could 

be the result of upstream material being washed in by the 

larger flows. Lastly, the changes in predicted load brought 

about by these various bed material compositions are great 

enough to account for the scatter in observed suspended 

sediment samples. 
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Modeling Bed Load 

The accuracy to which Laursen's equation can predict bed 

load will now be addressed. The bed load data, with 

statistical parameters and predicted loads, is presented in 

Figure 21. For reasons explained earlier, the regression line 

is drawn only through data points obtained in 1988 using EWI 

sampling. Although only five points are used, they fall about 

a line. The Laursen values, at least for the low discharges 

observed in this study, seem to predict this regression line 

fairly accurately. Because the predicted loads fall along a 

curve with a somewhat different slope, though, larger 

discrepancies may occur at discharges above 10,000 cfs. 

Almost no difference can be noted between values 

calculated using the coarsest (Congress Street) and the finest 

(San Xavier Reservation) bed materials. This is due to the 

fact that the Laursen function (shown in Figure 3) has a 

linear slope for bed load but an exponential slope for total 

load at large shear velocity/fall velocity values. The 

suspended load is predicted by this exponential slope and thus 

changes very rapidly with small variations in the bed 

material. Bed load, on the other hand, has only a mild slope 

and is much less influenced by changing the bottom particle 

sizes. 

Varying the composition from Congress Street to San 

Xavier does not cause the theoretical bed load curve to move 
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up and down in space, as it did for suspended sediment. 

Instead, the curve changes slope slightly, pivoting at a point 

around 1000 cfs on the graph. This sort of fining causes the 

lower discharge values to be greater and the upper discharge 

values to be less, more nearly approximating the regression 

line. Thus, if the bed material fined during large flows, as 

predicted, the bed load values would more nearly approximate 

the observed data. 

Modeling After Removing Wash Load 

The question of wash load, and how it affects the 

results, will now be addressed. Wash load sizes were defined 

earlier in two ways: as silt-sized particles and finer, and 

as all material which comprises less than ten percent of the 

bed. The ten percent size for this study was calculated by 

averaging the compositions of all eight cross sections from 

Congress Street, then interpolating to find the particle size 

that represented ten percent finer by weight. This diameter 

turned out to be 0.281mm. Table 4 lists the 40 samples which 

were analyzed for composition and their percent wash load as 

determined by both methods. 

First considering wash load to be all silt and clay sized 

particles, or less than 0.0625mm in diameter, the table 

indicates that between 66.7 and 99.6 percent of the material 

moving in suspension could be considered wash load. The 
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DATE 

08/01/88 
08/27/88 

07/09/88 

08/02/89 

08/17/89 

10/05/89 

10/06/89 

DISCHARGE % WASH LOAD % WASH LOAD 
(cfs) (< silts and clays)(<D10 = 0.281mm) 

202 98.9 99.9 
2433 66.7 95.6 

495 86.7 100.0 
385 89.3 99.6 
312 93.6 99.8 
255 90.9 99.4 
183 95.6 99.9 

199 
245 
389 
389 
397 
373 
296 
254 
185 

(sta 170) 
(sta 87) 

99.6 
90.9 
97.1 
92.8 
97.7 
98.9 
92.5 
91.2 
95.1 

1 0 0 . 0  
99.8 

1 0 0 . 0  
99.8 

1 0 0 . 0  
1 0 0 . 0  
1 0 0 . 0  

99. 6 
99.8 

210 90.1 97.6 
389 84.0 99.1 
542 80.7 98.9 
864 62.3 95.4 
1061 83.0 97.4 
951 87.2 97.5 
764 87.0 99.1 
589 84.9 96.3 
373 88.0 95.6 
335 92.1 97.4 
296 95.0 98.2 

578 70.0 94.6 
756 61.6 93.2 
896 71.0 94.7 
668 79.0 96.5 
617 82.0 96.8 
422 75.0 94.7 
360 81.5 94.9 
291 91.7 99.6 
260 89.0 99.3 
202 90.0 99.1 
124 (< gage, ignore) 97.8 99.9 

305 97.9 99.8 
306 96.4 98.6 

TABLE 4. Percentage of total load which could be considered 
wash load, based on classifications by Woo et al (1986) 
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greater the flow, the less the percentage of this material, 

due to greater energy and thus the carrying of larger 

particles in suspension. As noted earlier, the concentration 

of wash load seems to be slightly higher on the falling limb 

than the rising limb of storm hydrographs. 

Figure 22 shows the loads carried by the seven storms 

listed in Table 4, with the silt and clay sizes removed. 

Only a portion of the samples collected during these storms 

were analyzed for composition; the others were estimated using 

linear interpolation between the known points. This accounts 

for the fact that more than 40 data points are plotted on the 

figure. The statistical information and Laursen curves, 

shaded the same way as earlier, are also displayed. 

The results are similar to what was observed for total 

suspended load and bed load. The data still have a noticeable 

degree of scatter, although not quite as much as with fines 

included. This is reflected in the r2 value increasing from 

0.791 to 0.833. Unfortunately, no flows larger than 2433 cfs 

were analyzed for concentration, so all discharge values are 

small. Using the Congress Street material, Laursen*s equation 

again predicts the data quite well for discharges below 1000 

cfs, but at higher flows the sediment must be as fine as at 

San Xavier to give accurate results. 

The theoretical bed material curves obtained by inverse 

modeling (Figures 16 through 20) can provide insight into why 
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the Laursen values behave as they do. Essentially, the same 

two processes may be responsible for the discrepancies between 

predicted and observed loads. At low discharges, ignoring the 

silt and clay sizes is essentially the same as having them re-

suspended and carried away by a storm (one process), so the 

remaining Congress Street material will predict the suspended 

load accurately. The San Xavier bed has much more fine sand, 

so the predicted values plot too high. With larger flows, 

however, this fine sand may be transported downstream to the 

sampling point (the second process), allowing the San Xavier 

compositions to predict loads more accurately. 

At discharges above 2,000 cfs, Figure 22 seems to 

indicate that material even finer than what is found at San 

Xavier may be necessary to predict the suspended load 

correctly. This is feasible given the abundance of fine 

material which could be transported within the study area. 

Much more data would need to be acquired at these discharges, 

however, in order to prove that this is indeed occurring. 

The final topic to be considered is the implication of 

defining wash load as all material which is represented in 

less than ten percent of the bed (or all material less than 

0.281mm). Table 4 indicates that between 93.2 and 100 percent 

of the suspended sediment could then be ignored. The 

remaining data are plotted in Figure 23. There is a large 

degree of scatter in this graph, due to the fact that so much 
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material is being ignored that small errors in determining the 

composition show up as large changes in concentration. The 

rz value has been reduced to 0.749. 

The Laursen curves are almost a single line, indicating 

that regardless of whether the bed sediment is sampled at 

Congress Street or San Xavier, the results will be nearly the 

same. Loads at low discharges are again predicted well. This 

is due again to the fact that the fine material, which was 

primarily responsible for the variation in predicted values, 

is being disregarded. As in previous examples, the slope of 

the Laursen curves differ from the regression line, so 

predicted loads at flows above 1,000 cfs are too low. Changes 

in bed material brought about by larger flows, including the 

addition of material above 0.281mm, may cause the equation to 

better predict loads at high discharges. 

Discrepancies between the predicted and observed loads 

shown in Figure 23 must be considered cautiously, due to the 

fact that so much fine material is being excluded. Grains 

above 0.281mm would be considered medium sand and larger, and 

are generally present only in very small quantities when 

compared to the smaller sediment. For particles this large, 

the Laursen function generally cannot predict the sampled load 

with a great deal of accuracy, due in part to the fact that 

errors in sampling and analysis become significant. For 

example, a dry sieved sample may be analyzed as being 98 
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percent by weight finer than 0.5mm when in fact it is 96 

percent finer (values definitely within the range of analysis 

error). This may make a difference of 7,000 tons per day for 

this particle range, which would be relatively insignificant 

when considering a load of 300,000 tons per day. If, however, 

288,000 tons per day of the small sediment is being ignored, 

the error becomes quite important. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

During this study, a large amount of field data was 

obtained for sediment loads at low discharges; nearly 300 data 

points were acquired for flows below 1,000 cfs. 

Unfortunately, the engineer is usually more concerned with 

the consequences of a major flood which, for the Santa Cruz 

River, has been as high as 50,000 cfs. Because no events of 

this magnitude happened over the two year sampling period, 

data from the minor flows must be extrapolated into the higher 

discharge ranges in order to estimate the carrying capacity 

at those values. 

Sampling during low flow can, nevertheless, be very 

instructive in understanding how an ephemeral river behaves. 

The major fact to note from the data presented here is that 

a large amount of scatter, as much as an order of magnitude 

variation in load, may exist at any single discharge. This 

difference may be due to the source area of the sediment and 

may also be influenced by the type of storm or the amount of 

time that the water has flowed in the channel (in other words, 

how far the storm is from the sampling location). 

For a transport equation to predict this difference in 
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load, some factor must fluctuate, even when the discharge 

remains constant. In the case of the Laursen relation, this 

variable may be temperature, channel dimensions or the 

composition of the bottom during flow. In this study the 

fluctuation is almost certainly due to changes in the bed 

material. Just as each storm event is unique, resulting from 

specific meteorological causes, being situated over a specific 

area and supplying a unique sediment mixture, so the channel 

bottom during flow should be altered accordingly. With small 

discharges, only the proportion of fine material may be 

affected, because the river cannot carry a substantial supply 

of larger grains. With very large discharges, however, sand 

and gravel proportions may change as well. 

This thesis examined the effect that varying the fine 

material had on loads predicted by the Laursen equation. The 

total load was found to vary as much as 100 percent by merely 

altering the silt and clay content by one to two percent. 

Thus, the scatter band in suspended sediment data which was 

observed during this study could be explained adequately by 

minor changes in the bed during flow. 

In general, two processes seemed to be occurring at low 

discharges. For very small flows (below 1,000 cfs), silt and 

clay which was deposited on the bed at the end of the previous 

storm was re-suspended and carried away, resulting in less 

fine material being present during flow. Thus, using the 
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composition of the dry wash in the Laursen equation resulted 

in inflated proportions of fine material to be input, and 

consequently the predicted loads were higher than observed 

loads. For flows above 1,000 cfs, enough fine material was 

being transported from upstream and deposited on the bed to 

again give proportions of two to three percent fines, 

comparable to the dry wash. For flows in this range the 

Congress Street bed material predicted well. At still higher 

discharges, so much fine material was introduced that the bed 

may have changed appreciably, approaching the San Xavier 

composition and possibly fining beyond that. Thus, the 

sediment proportions found at San Xavier adequately predicted 

loads in the 10,000 cfs range. Above this value, additional 

sampling would be necessary to draw meaningful conclusions. 

The implications of using the dry wash composition in 

modeling, routinely done in engineering practice, can now be 

assessed. Extrapolating the trends shown in Figure 15 to 

discharges approaching 100 year flood magnitudes (30,000 to 

50,000 cfs), suggests that actual loads may be much greater 

than predicted loads. The regression equation predicts that 

a 30,000 cfs flow would carry a load of 3,054,000 tons per 

day. The Laursen equation for this same discharge calculates 

1,666,000 tons per day using the material found at Congress 

Street. Thus, the river would be able to transport almost 

twice the sediment that was predicted. Discrepancies such as 
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this would grossly underestimate the magnitude of scour 

predicted by a mathematical model. 

The main conclusion to be drawn from this study is that 

the Laursen equation may indeed predict the total load of an 

ephemeral river like the Santa Cruz adequately. However, the 

bottom material of the river during flow must be input, rather 

than the composition of the dry wash, because the equation is 

very sensitive to this parameter, and the dry bed may change 

appreciably during flow. Small compositional fluctuations, 

resulting from reasonable natural processes, may explain the 

deviation in predicted from observed loads and also the 

scatter in data. 

Several additional observations can be made. Up to this 

point, all of the conclusions have been related to 

suspended sediment load, because over 95 percent of the 

material in the Santa Cruz is transported by this mechanism. 

The Laursen relation seems to do an adequate job of predicting 

bed load as well. Referring to Figure 21, the Laursen values 

predict the small amount of data with an accuracy that 

approaches the regression line. Much more data needs to be 

collected, however, in order to fully assess the applicability 

of this equation to bed load transport. 

The point was made earlier that some engineering 

applications permit the exclusion of wash load from 

consideration entirely. This simplification does not 
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significantly improve the correlation of the results obtained 

during this study. The reason is that for large flows, the 

proportion of sand in the bed would change in addition to the 

fine material, so even if silt and clay were ignored, the fine 

sand would alter the predicted loads appreciably. When using 

Laursen's relation under any conditions, then, the bed during 

flow must be sampled to obtain meaningful results. 

One final point needs to be made about ignoring wash load 

in an ephemeral stream environment. This simplification 

should only be utilized for certain engineering situations, 

and then only after careful consideration of the consequences. 

For example, in designing soil cement to reinforce the channel 

banks, the exclusion of wash load would probably be 

acceptable. When considering the useful life of a dam or 

designing any channel modifications near the terminus of the 

river, where most wash load is eventually deposited, this 

material becomes very important. During the discharge of 

30,000 cfs mentioned above, a bottom composition may be 

sampled which is similar to the proportions of sediment found 

at San Xavier, and thus may yield an accurate load value of 

3,000,000 tons per day. If 70 percent of this material is 

wash load and consequently ignored by the engineer, however, 

errors in calculating the deposition of material could be as 

great as using the wrong bed material in the first place. 
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Recommendations for Additional Study 

Additional data is necessary in order to substantiate 

the hypotheses outlined in this thesis. The critical piece 

of information which is missing is the composition of the bed 

during flow. Every effort should thus be made to determine 

how the bed composition changes throughout the course of a 

flow event, preferably at a fairly large discharge. 

Sediment samples need to be acquired for flows above 

10,000 cfs. Values at low discharges are well represented in 

this study, so additional sampling during minor events may not 

be necessary. Above 1,000 cfs, however, the data are 

fragmentary and none exists for events above 10,000 cfs. Many 

more bed load samples are necessary to draw conclusions about 

those data. In addition to using the Helley-Smith samplers, 

sonar or electrodes attached to the bridge piers could be used 

to detect the movement and location of the bed during flow. 

Lastly, additional sediment transport equations could be 

used to see if they predict the measured data more accurately 

than Laursen's relation. Similar changes in bed material, 

however, would be necessary regardless of the equation used. 

At the time of this writing, the U.S.G.S. was testing the 

Engelund and Hansen Formula against the data presented here. 

Additional equations which could be used include Yang's 

Streampower Equation and Shield's Equation, both of which have 

been applied to ephemeral streams in the literature. 



APPENDIX A 

SUSPENDED SEDIMENT CONCENTRATIONS AND LOADS 
FOR ALL SAMPLED EVENTS 



SUSP LOAD 

DATE TIME DISCHARGE CONC LOAD omit<.062mm 

( c f s )  (ppm) (tpd) (tpd) 

71988 0900 185 17433 8698 

71988 0930 144 14464 5617 
72688 715 353 16513 15720 
72688 815 353 16481 15690 

72688 945 288 19131 14859 
72688 1025 219 17968 10612 
72788 1813 255 9812 6748 
72788 1839 835 32741 73729 
*80188 1622 202 12413 67 62 

80188 1630 202 8128 4428 

80188 1745 202 10687 5822 
82388 1520 2030 10835 58850 

82388 1525 3405 16840 153140 

82388 1529 4455 19792 237951 

82388 1535 6167 24095 401386 

82388 1540 7623 53372 1097229 

82388 1548 9172 63185 1562917 

82388 1552 9308 64367 1615762 

82388 1714 7038 14886 282543 

82388 1720 7023 25298 479145 
82388 1724 6994 17734 334495 

82388 1728 6965 18122 340397 

82388 1732 6807 17-316 317879 

82388 1740 6237 14584 245307 

82388 1935 2996 19650 158768 

82388 1938 2959 17264 137767 

82388 194 4 2883 22650 176105 

82388 1948 2 908 27156 212970 

82788 1814 2 32 8936 4217 

•82788 2115 2433 51611 267240 88989 

82788 2145 2490 36377 244278 

82788 2200 2260 29810 181689 

82788 2220 2080 27232 152757 

82788 2245 2210 24863 148185 

82788 2315 1870 23262 117313 

82888 0130 1520 21962 90027 

102088 1310 513 14045 10265 

102088 1330 453 11661 7359 

*70989 1904 495 8434 11259 1498 

70989 1921 439 8887 10521 1260 

70989 1925 408 7976 8776 986 

*70989 1928 385 8367 8687 929 

70989 1932 360 8117 7881 726.21 

70989 1938 334 8794 7921 609.81 

*70989 1943 312 7852 6607 422.39 

70989 1947 294 7300 5788 419.43 

70989 1950 281 7817 5924 466.06 

70989 1953 268 8021 5797 491.48 

*70989 1956 255 7043 4843 440.81 

70989 2007 215 6549 3797 242.95 

*70989 2017 183 6113 3017 132.76 

70989 1917 470 5703 7229 

70989 1921 439 6731 7969 

70989 1925 408 7719 8493 

LOAD 
omic<.2 81n 

(tpci 

l'.7 = 9 

0 
20.127 
28.508 
34 .264 
26.213 
27.023 
13.463 
19.029 
25.008 
29. 633 
28.883 
12.176 
2.961 

"analyzed tor composition 



DATE 

70989 
70989 
709B9 
70989 
70989 
70989 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
'80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
•80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
80289 
'81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
'81789 
81789 

125 

SUSP LOAD LOAD 

TIME DISCHARGE CONC LOAD omit<.0 62mm omit< .2 81; 

(cf s) (ppm) (tpd) (tpd) (tpa) 

1928 385 7799 8098 

1933 356 7286 6995 
1957 251 5805 3929 

2005 221 5728 3414 

2016 185 5347 2668 
2022 170 5063 2321 
1705 199 3118 1673 11.27 0 

1706 217 5611 3284 124.65 3. 511 

1707 245 11752 7765 706.32 15. 858 

1714 362 12690 12389 503.75 0 

1716 381 13207 13570 439.77 0 

1720 386 12878 13406 405.98 o 

1722 388 13384 14 005 411.23 0 

1723 389 13209 13857 401.8 0 

1725 391 13399 14129 409.13 s 

1728 395 13087 13941 396.28 3 

1730 397 12975 13892 402.57 c 

1732 389 12671 13293 433.27 r* 

1735 377 12284 12489 475.82 s j  

1738 366 12234 12076 521.16 c 

1740 358 11657 11255 526.18 0 

1747 324 10560 9227 574.07 0 

1751 296 9954 7946 595.51 0 

1753 282 9839 7483 593.2 7 . 605 

1754 275 9594 7115 579.22 14 . 091 

1756 261 9548 6721 577.18 22. 524 

1757 254 9342 6399 563.07 25. 345 

1758 247 9075 6045 508.25 23.98 

1800 233 8830 5548 422.26 16. 333 

1801 230 8622 5348 398.22 16. 127 

1807 209 7460 4205 263.22 12.4 

1811 196 7013 3707 204.56 7.4 

1814 185 6768 3377 165.64 6. .985 

1818 177 6331 3022 147.98 6. 205 

1709 272 9611 7050 

1715 380 12320 12626 

1718 383 12429 12838 

1720 386 12169 12668 
1723 389 12127 12722 915.84 25. .178 

1727 394 11850 12591 

1729 396 12028 12845 
1733 385 11229 11659 

1736 373 10785 10849 119.71 Q  

1729 393 10791 11437 

1730 397 11088 11871 273.02 0 

1732 389 10899 11434 
1736 373 10638 10701 

1904 210 13373 7574 749.83 181. ,229 

1908 312 10020 8431 1127.5 130.42 

1911 389 8319 8727 1396.32 78. ,681 

1912 414 7984 8914 1473.78 80. ,388 

1914 4 65 7537 9452 1666.62 92 . ,799 

1917 517 8290 11559 2168.1 126. ,879 

1919 542 8266 12082 2331.41 133. ,014 

1921 568 8702 13330 2769.52 183. .818 

•analyzed Cor composition 



DATE 

81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
'81789 
81789 
81789 
'81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
'81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
'81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
'81789 
81789 
81789 
'81789 
81789 
81789 
'81789 
81789 
81789 
'81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 
81789 

126 

SUSP LOAD LOAD 

TIME DISCHARGE CONC LOAD omit<.062mm omit<. 281i 

(cfs) (ppm) (tpd) (tpd) (tpd) 

1923 593 8135 13010 2889.82 215.897 

1925 619 8174 13645 3233.54 263.758 

1927 645 7294 12688 3195.41 281.795 

1927 645 7401 12874 3242.38 285.274 

1930 683 7273 13397 3665.49 351.813 

1931 709 7470 14283 4120.51 416.832 

1934 786 7946 16843 5598.21 631.679 

1937 864 8284 19302 7276.85 887.762 

1938 889 8099 19417 6811.32 843.922 

1943 1018 10365 28456 6122.24 864.801 

1946 1061 9662 27647 4701.22 718.203 

1950 1024 9200 25407 3960.11 660.018 

1952 1006 9000 24417 3638.18 634.851 

1954 988 8636 23011 3269. 34 575.531 

1956 970 8598 22492 3042.35 562.43 

1958 951 8264 21195 2 713.46 530.89b 

20C0 933 7636 19213 2458.3 4 50.3 94 

2002 902 7413 18033 2306.07 374.615 

2004 872 7486 17605 2271.7 322.177 

2007 826 7041 15685 2022.66 224.988 

2009 795 7092 15205 1974.63 1 7 7. 

2011 764 6823 14058 1825.51 125.684 

2012 749 6475 13079 1723.01 149.476 

2016 687 6388 11835 1647.09 251.973 

2019 637 6183 10622 1542.67 310.94 

2022 589 5582 8867 1337.47 328.809 

2024 557 5093 7650 1120.6 291.417 

2029 475 4 641 5945 800.63 242.11 

2045 373 3983 4007 480.83 176.037 

2048 366 3892 3842 550.77 155.954 

2056 349 3859 3632 341.66 118.592 

2102 335 3615 3266 257.48 84.924 

2112 307 4084 3381 196.22 68.719 

2124 305 5208 4284 242.65 84.722 

2135 2 96 6677 5330 266.62 95.792 

1930 683 6935 127 50 
1933 760 7956 16307 
1935 812 7925 17355 
1937 864 7234 16856 
1945 1070 13605 39259 
1947 1052 12806 36332 
1954 988 11310 30135 
1957 960 10192 26387 
2003 887 9693 23187 
2007 826 8896 19817 

2016 688 684 3 12697 

2019 638 6580 11322 
2022 589 6051 9612 

2024 557 5718 8589 

2028 492 5493 7288 
2032 448 5134 6203 
2035 430 5109 5925 

2039 407 4547 4991 
2043 384 4444 4602 
2046 371 4525 4527 

'analyzed for composicion 



TIME 

2053 
2056 
2C59 
2105 
2109 
2112  
2116 

2124 
2128  
2133 
2140 
2143 
2145 
2152 
1916 
1932 
195i 
2015 
2 0 1 8  
2043 
2053 
2056 
0634 
0636 
0641 
0645 
0651 
0654 
0656 
0659 
0704 
0707 
0724 
0727 
0736 
0745 
0750 
0752 
0756 
0801  
0446 
0451 
0500 
0502 
0505 
0507 
0509 
0510 
0512 
0514 
0516 
0519 
0520 
0522 
0524 

DISCHARGE CONC 
(cfs) (ppra) 

355 4327 
349 4249 
342 4089 
326 4172 
315 4385 
307 4591 
300 4875 
305 5719 
308 6579 
301 7002 
283 7742 
275 8099 
270 8623 
249 8789 
504 5065 
735 4716 
315 6958 
703 4 62 9 
654 4 343 
384 3142 
355 2814 
349 2866 
588 4413 
569 4315 
516 4556 
4 71 4470 
485 4710 
485 4 72 6 
4 69 4188 
422 4136 
436 3761 
4 32 4063 
359 3571 
369 3425 
351 3704 
316 3368 
293 2991 
291 3086 
291 2644 
301 2654 
583 4212 
578 4120 
710 4704 
694 4782 
694 5187 
725 5861 
756 6426 
772 6063 
812 6199 
851 6324 
876 5991 
891 6568 
896 6850 
889 6682 
882 7771 

127 

SUSP LOAD LOAD 
LOAD omitc.062mm omit<.281mm 
(tpd) (tpd) (tpd) 

4143 
3999 
3771 
3668 
3725 
3801 
3944 
4704 
5465 
5684 
5909 
6001 
6279 
5902 
6884 
9348 
1904 6 
8776 
7660 

3254 
2694 
2697 
6998 
6621 
6340 
5678 
6 1 6 1  
6 1 8 1  
5297 
4 707 
4422 
4734 
3457 
3408 
3506 
2870 
2363 
2422 
2075 
2154 
6622 
6422 1945. 36 350. , 726 
9007 3262. 77 580. .175 
8950 3174. 27 565. ,229 
9708 3443. 78 612. .019 
11460 4233.05 750. .805 

13101 5109. 29 905. .238 
12623 4711. 51 836. .953 
13575 4701.6 840. .902 
14514 4647. 43 839. .979 
14153 4294. 93 779. , 608 
15782 4627. 99 845. ,821 

16552 4798. 94 877 , ,147 
16020 4605. 61 839. ,127 

18484 5268. 66 958. ,587 

•analyzed tor composition 
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SUSP LOAD LOAD 

DATE TIME DISCHARGE CONC LOAD omit<.062mm omit< .281i 

(cf s) (ppm) (tpd) (tpd) (tpd) 

*100589 0856 202 2230 1215 121.48 10.895 

100589 0900 192 2411 1248 
100589 0907 167 2160 973 

100589 0914 162 2069 904 
100589 0919 156 2023 851 
100589 0924 148 1937 773 

100589 0934 132 1800 641 

100589 0942 127 1714 587 
100589 0949 122 1666 548 
100589 0955 124 1611 539 
100589 1000 124 1561 522 
100589 1006 124 1491 499 
100589 1011 124 1509 505 
100589 1017 124 1461 489 
-100589 1024 124 1360 455 10.0 0.0 

100589 1030 124 1300 435 
100589 1035 124 1351 452 
100589 1041 124 1257 420 

100589 104 7 124 134 6 450 

100589 1053 124 11/3 3 92 
100589 1101 124 1124 379 

100589 1107 124 1114 373 

100589 1114 124 1082 362 

100589 1120 124 1037 347 

*100689 1025 305 17462 14363 409.63 115.156 

100689 1027 313 17768 14998 427.12 119.865 

100689 1030 326 21053 18509 527.51 147.701 

100689 1032 324 19180 16759 477.96 133.689 

100689 1035 320 18384 15865 452.21 126.86 

100689 1038 307 17665 14625 416.45 116.739 

100689 1041 301 18275 14835 422.92 118.516 

100689 1046 312 18366 15454 440.06 123.689 

100689 1049 317 17822 15236 434.29 122.251 

100689 1052 323 18448 16070 4 58.19 128.921 

100689 1055 329 17960 15935 454.28 127.766 

100689 1057 324 18829 16452 469.22 131.941 

100689 1100 316 20315 17313 4 93.4 3 138.91 

100689 1102 320 18325 15814 450.48 126.86 

100689 1105 326 17646 15514 442.23 123.964 

100689 1108 317 17556 15009 427.45 119.687 

*100689 1111 306 18552 15310 436.55 122.135 

100689 1113 297 18201 14578 415.7 116.941 

100689 1143 288 24112 18728 533.59 149.902 

•analyzed for composition 
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' Calculation Using Laursen's Equation to Predict Loads 

In order to understand the technique of using the Laursen 

equation to determine suspended and bed loads, an example 

calculation will be outlined. This example will use the 

coarsest bed material composition from Congress Street, as 

determined by dry sieving (for sand and gravel) and hydrometer 

(for silt and clay). The particle size breakdown, from Table 

3, is as follows: 

<•002 <.062 <.125 <.25 <.5 <1 <2 <4 <8 mm 

Sample 5 1.0 1.5 1.6 7.5 18.3 31.9 41.8 52.1 61.4 

This example will calculate the suspended and bed load 

for the composition shown above at a discharge of 542 cfs. 

The field-determined and calculated parameters are: 

S = .0028 (from HEC-2 run) 

Manning's n = 0.028 (from HEC-2 run) 

channel width (b) =130 feet (from figure 7) 

d50 = 3.59mm (interpolated from particle size 
analysis) 

From Manning's equation Q = 1.49 (b) (y0) rfb) (v0) -i2/3S1/z 
n L b + 2y0J 

solve for y0 = 1.28 feet 

Assume that no particles are smaller than 0.0005mm. Begin 

with the smallest particle size for which a breakdown was 
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obtained (0.035mm) and determine the shear velocity/fall 

velocity ratio for the grains between these two values: 

d = (0.0005mm + 0.035mm)/2 =.01775mm =.000058 ft 

a = 0.0008 ft/sec (from Fig 8-4 of Prasuhn, 1987) 

To = yy0s - 0-223 lb/ft2 

P =1.94 slugs/ft 3  at 60 degrees fahrenheit 

(T0/p)1/% = 440 

From the Laursen function (Figure 3): 

f (440) = 44850 for total load 

f(440) = 54 for bed load 

Determining the other parameters for Laursen's ecpjation: 

Tc = 4(d) = 0.000232 

T»» = V2 d 1/3 = 0.0745 lb/ft2 
0 ffl'i ii ' 

30 Yq 

p = 0.013 

inserting all values into Laursen's equation: 

c = 2 p (d/y0)7/6(T0'/re -1) f((VP)1/2/<o) 

= 1.60 for total load concentration 

= 0.0019 for bed load concentration 

total load = 1.60 Q = 541 lbs/sec = 23400 tons/day 
100 

bed load = 0.0019 Q = 0.643 lbs/sec = 28 tons/day 
100 
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suspended load = total - bed load = 23395 tons/day 

These values apply to the grain sizes between 0.0005mm 

and 0.035mm only. Doing the same mathematics on the remaining 

particle sizes and summing the results yields the total loads 

at 542 cfs: 

sediment size 
(mm) 

bed load 
(tons/day) 

suspended load 
(tons/day) 

.0005mm < d < .035mm 28 23400 

.035mm < d < .0625mm 3 1710 

.0625mm < d < .125mm 1 140 

.125mm < d < • 25mm 57 715 

.25mm < d < . 5mm 90 135 

. 5mm < d < 1mm 96 33 

1mm < d < 2mm 55 5 

2mm < d < 4mm 36 0 

TOTAL 366 26138 

Example Inverse Modeling Calculation 

The first piece of information necessary to perform 

inverse modeling is a compositional breakdown of a suspended 

sediment sample collected at a particular discharge. For 
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example, a sample collected at 542 cfs (the discharge used in 

the example above) had a compositional determination performed 

by the U.S.G.S. lab in Iowa City, Iowa. Results were as 

follows: 

<•002 <.004 <.016 <.062 <.125 <.25 <.5mm 

percent 25.3 33.0 50.8 80.7 91.6 98.7 100 
finer 

The total load for this sample was 12082 tons/day. 

Comparing this value with the 26138 tons per day predicted by 

the Laursen equation (above) indicates that the bed material 

of the dry wash far over-predicts the total load, and thus 

must alter during flow if Laursen's equation is to predict the 

correct composition. 

Breaking down the sample load by particle sizes: 

•035mm (by interpolation) .632 (12082) = 7636 tpd 

.035mm < d < ,0625mm (.807 - .632) (12082) = 2114 tpd 

.0625mm < d < .125mm (.916 - .807) (12082) = 1317 tpd 

.125mm < d < .25mm (.987 - .916) (12082) = 858 tpd 

.25mm < d < .5mm (1.00 - .987) (12082) = 157 tpd 

The ratios by which the composition of the dry wash must 

be multiplied can now be determined. For example, the 

fraction below 0.035mm must be 

7636 tpd (1.3 percent) = 0.424 percent 
23400 tpd 
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The percentage of sediment between 0.035mm and 0.0625mm 

would be: 

2114 tpd (1.5 percent - 1.3 percent) = 0.247 percent 
1710 tpd 

adjusting the other particle size ranges in the same manner 

would yield a theoretical bed material composition of: 

<.035 <.0625 <.125 <.25 <.5 <1 <2 <4mm 

percent 0.424 0.671 1.612 7.08 12.56 31.9 41.8 52.1 
finer 

Sizes larger than 4mm can virtually be ignored, because 

none of this material moves as either bed load or suspended 

load at 542 cfs. However, the proportions should 

approximately match the composition of the dry wash. 

Using the above composition, a theoretical curve similar 

to the ones in Figure 16, developed at the same discharge, can 

be drawn. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

In addition to the composition of the channel bottom, 

Laursen's equation is dependant upon the values of Manning's 

n, the friction slope, channel dimensions, discharge values 
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and the temperature of the water. In this report, a 

reasonable value for each of these parameters was determined, 

however, any of these values could (and probably are) somewhat 

in error. As such, a sensitivity analysis is useful in order 

to determine which parameters affect the results to the 

greatest degree, and thus which are the most critical for 

achieving the best data correlation. 

The three tables which follow show the predicted loads 

at 200, 1000 and 10000 cfs. Three values for each parameter 

are shown on the tables. The middle values are the ones which 

were used throughout this report; the upper and lower values 

show the results of varying that particular parameter by 20 

percent. For example, in the first table (at a discharge of 

200 cfs) the central Manning's n value is 0.028. This was the 

n used in all calculations in this thesis. Raising this value 

by 20 percent yields an n of 0.034, and lowering it by 20 

percent gives an n of 0.022. The corresponding changes in bed 

and suspended load, as well as the percentage change in both 

loads, are shown on the table also. Raising the n value to 

0.034 decreases the suspended load by 31.8 percent and the bed 

load by 40 percent. Decreasing the n to 0.022 increases the 

suspended load by 60.7 percent and the bed load by 79.6 

percent. At the higher discharges, shown in the other two 

tables, the results were almost identical. 

The tables indicate that variations in the Manning's 



DISCHARGE = 200 CFS 

vary each parameter 20% 

137 

parameter 

0.034 
0 . 0 2 8  
0 . 0 2 2  

0.0034 

susp. load % change 
(tpd) 

S0 = 0.0028 

0.0022 

width = 
(ft) 

84 
70 
56 

240 
discharge = 200 

(cfs) 160 

temperature 
<F) 

% fines 

72 
=  6 0  

48 

3.3 
2.75 
2.20 

8688.4 
12734.0 
20460.0 

16307.4 
12734.0 

9372.2 

12692.3 
12734.0 
12736.5 

15420.8 
12734.0 
10077.5 

12170.5 
12734.0 
13918.1 

14978.3 
12734.0 
10491.2 

-31.8 

60.7 

28.1 

-26.4 

-0.3 

0.02 

21.1 

-20.9 

-4.4 

9.3 

17.6 

-17.6 

bed load 
(tpd) 

73.8 
123.0 
220.9 

160.5 
123.0 

86.4 

119.5 
123.0 
124.7 

151.0 
123. 0 
94.1 

120.4 
123. 0 
125. 6 

123.8 
123.0 
1 2 1 . 2  

% change 

-40.0 

79.6 

30.5 

-29.8 

-2.9 

1.4 

2 2 . 8  

-23.5 

-2.1 

2 . 1  

0.7 

-1.5 
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DISCHARGE = 1000 CFS 

vary each parameter 20% 

Sn =  

width = 
(ft) 

discharge 
(cfs) 

parameter 

0.034 
0 . 0 2 8  
0 . 0 2 2  

0.0034 
0 . 0 0 2 8  
0 . 0 0 2 2  

162 
135 
108 

1200 
1000 
800 

72 
temperature = 60 

(F) 48 

% fines 
3.30 
2.75 
2.20 

susp. load 
(tpd) 

46647.0 
68439.4 

110169.0 

87343. 6 
68439.4 

50501.1 

68345.9 
68439.4 
68344.2 

82676.7 
68439.4 
54321.1 

65294.8 
68439.4 
73959.7 

79500.2 
68439.4 
57378.7 

% change 

-31.8 

61. 0 

27.6 

-26.2 

-0.1 

-0.1 

2 0 . 8  

- 2 0 .  6  

-4.6 

8.1 

16.2 

-16.2 

bed load 
(tpd) 

441.6 
706.5 

1256.6 

919. 
706. 

507. 

692.3 
706.5 
716.7 

866.5 
706.5 
547.3 

695.3 
706.5 
722.9 

712.6 
706.5 
700.4 

% change 

-37.5 

77.9 

30.2 

- 2 8 . 2  

-2.0 

1.4 

22.7 

-22.5 

-1.6 

2.3 

0.9 

-0.9 
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DISCHARGE = 10000 CFS 

vary each parameter-20% 

parameter susp. load 
(tpd) 

0.034 
n = 0.028 

0.022 

0.0034 
S0 = 0.0028 

0.0022 

192 
width = 160 

(ft) 128 

12000 
discharge = 10000 

(cfs) 8000 

72 
temperature = 60 

(F) 48 

% fines 
3.30 
2.75 
2.20 

509377.3 
748746.0 

1206468.0 

965230.1 
748746.0 

546331.9 

756822.0 
748746.0 
730992.0 

902056.0 
748746.0 
595453.0 

711653.4 
748746.0 
815511.1 

831874.6 
748746.0 
665617.0 

% change 

-32.0 

61.1 

28.9 

-27.0 

1.1 

-2.4 

20.5 

-20.5 

-4.9 

8.9 

11.1 

-11.1 

bed load 
(tpd) 

5361.3 
8545.8 

14860.6 

11006.0 
8545.8 

6193.5 

8662.3 
8545.8 
8 2 6 6 . 6  

10263.2 
8545.8 
6792.0 

8440.5 
8545.8 
8701.7 

8599.9 
8545. 8 
8491.6 

% change 

-37. 3 

73.9 

2 8 . 8  

-27.5 

1.4 

-3.3 

20.1 

-20.5 

-1.2 

1 . 8  

0 . 6  

- 0 . 6  
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n value have the largest effect on the loads of any parameter. 

Changing the friction slope, discharge or percentage of fine 

material also influences the results considerably, while 

varying the channel width and temperature alters the results 

only slightly. Two questions which must be addressed are -

how large of an error could exist in the parameters which were 

used in this report, and how would this error affect the 

conclusions which were presented here? 

In Chapter 3 it was reported that the Manning's n value, 

as predicted by the HEC-2 step backwater program, varied from 

0.022 to 0.032, mainly depending on the depth of flow. Thus, 

a fluctuation as large as the 20 percent for this parameter 

is possible. However, at low flows the n only varied from 

0.025 to 0.032. A mean value of 0.028 thus seemed 

appropriate. If indeed the n value for this reach was higher 

than 0.028, the Laursen curves in Figure 15 would shift 

downward, more nearly predicting the data at low flows. This 

would merely mean that less silt and clay would need to be 

picked up off the bed as the river began to flow in order for 

the dry bed to predict the correct results. The slope of the 

curves would remain the same, though, so changes in bed 

material would still be necessary in order to predict the 

loads correctly at higher discharges. 

Possible S values (Chapter 3) varied from 0.0025 to 

0.0041 ft/ft, exceeding the 20 percent range shown in this 
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sensitivity analysis. However, the localized reach maintains 

a fairly constant 0.0025 slope, with steeper slopes only 

becoming important if regional values are being considered. 

Using the steeper slope would cause the Laursen curves to 

shift higher above the data points, an indication that the 

localized S value may be more appropriate to this study. Even 

if the steeper slope were used, the same hypotheses about 

changing bottom material would apply. 

Discharge values could conceivably be in error by as much 

as 20 percent, due to innacurate stream gaging measurements 

or changes in the bed configuration. Thus, enough stream 

gaging measurements must be taken to keep the rating curve 

current and to detect changes in the bottom. The gaging 

record should then be a reliable indication of discharge. 

Varying the amount of fine material by 20 percent does 

not appear to affect the results as considerably as may be 

expected. An important point to consider, though, is the fact 

that the bed material may alter by much more than the 20 

percent shown on the tables. Varying the silt-clay 

concentration from Congress Street values to those at San 

Xavier would actually cause a 1000 percent change in 

composition, and as such would affect the results drastically. 

It is valid to conclude, then, that although the data are most 

sensitive to the Manning's n value, the proportions of bottom 

material can vary to a much larger degree, and thus may 
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influence the results more than any parameter used in the 

Laursen equation. 
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